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Observation of the two-photon photoelectric effect in
low-intensity optical fields during photostimulated fractal
aggregation of colloidal silver

S. V. Karpov, A. K. Popov,a) and V. V. Slabko
L. V. Kirenski� Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scienc
660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia;
Krasnoyarsk State Technical University, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

~Submitted 18 June 1997!
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The two-photon photoelectric effect enhanced by the characteristic lo-
cal fields of fractal nanostructures is observed in optical fields with
intensity of the order of 1023 W/cm2. © 1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00614-2#

PACS numbers: 79.60.2i

The study of the rapid light-induced acceleration~by a factor of up to 1010) of the
growth of fractal aggregates~FAs! in silver hydrosols has produced spectroscopic in
cations that this is a photoemissive phenomenon.1–3 This means that the rate of th
photostimulated aggregation process should be determined by the magnitude of th
toemission current from the particles. The same conclusion was drawn in Ref. 4, w
the increase in the rate of photocoagulation of Ag nanoparticles in aerosols was a
panied by an intensification of photoelectronic emission. In Ref. 5 these result
explained by the reciprocal heteropolar charging of particles of different size, whic
turn is due to the size-dependence of the Fermi energy. This effect is manifested
finite value of the electrical conductivity of the dispersion medium, whose equilibr
state can break down, for example, as a result the emission of photoelectrons
irradiation with light. We note that one~but not the only! possible photoemission mecha
nism of photoaggregation of sols was analyzed in Refs. 1 and 5.

In the present letter it is shown that photostimulated aggregation of nanopartic
fractal structures in colloids is due to not only the one-photon but also the two-ph
photoelectric effect even with irradiating light intensities of the order of the intensit
sunlight.

The degree of aggregation of the dispersed phase was monitored according
absorption spectra of hydrosols. This method, which does not require a direct inve
tion of the structure of the aggregates with an electron microscope, is based on the
of Refs. 6, where the theory of the optical properties of fractal clusters is expounde
these and subsequent works it is shown that a unique relationship exists betwe
structural and optical properties of the aggregates. The basic assumptions of this
later found experimental confirmation in an entire series of works~see the reference
cited in Refs. 1–3!.

In practice the degree of aggregationA of a colloid is determined from the broad
106 1060021-3640/97/020106-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ening of its absorption spectrum.2,7 The limitations of this method do not extend to o
experimental sols, with spherical particles and a small spread in sizes (D'5 –18 nm,
with average diameterD̄510 nm!. In our proposed approach the aggregation rateȦ)
can be described by the change in the parameterA over a fixed exposure time (Dt):
Ȧ5DA/Dt.

An investigation of the dependence of the photoaggregation rateȦ(l) ~with initial
valueA50) on the wavelength of the irradiating light in the range 360–1050 nm~Fig. 1!
established the red limit of this process, which ceases forl.la51050 nm.2 Further-
more, a deep intermediate minimum is observed in this dependence. This makes
sible to distinguish two parts in this dependence: The first one corresponds to the
360–550 nm~I! and the second one corresponds to 550–1050 nm~II !. The position of the
intermediate minimuml05520–550 nm is close to the experimental value of the
limit of the photoelectric effect for a metal–electrolytic-solution system, where this l
does not depend on the nature of the metal~in the case of an electrode photoelect
effect!2,8 because of the screening action of the dense part of the electric double-lay
this case, interestingly, the ratiola /l0 equals approximately 2, i.e., photoaggregati
appears in the range 550–1050 nm — beyond the red limit of the photoelectric effe
possibly because of the two-photon photoelectric effect.2 The low efficiency of two-
photon processes as compared with one-photon processes under weak illuminatio
the order ofI 51 –3 mW/cm2 — can be compensated by the contribution of a local fie
This effect is due to a fundamental property of fractal aggregates — their capa
~confirmed experimentally! of intensifying by many orders of magnitude the local ele
tromagnetic fields.6,9 The local-field~LF! enhancement factor is defined asL5Ei /E, the
ratio of the local and external field intensities. Thus, in the case of Ag the field enha
ment factorL r for FAs at a frequency in resonance with the field increases from a fa
of 250 in the 550–950 nm range up to a factor of 1300 and more asl51050 nm is
approached.2 According to Ref. 6, for aggregates this factor can be estimated acco
to equationL r5(e821)2/e9, wheree8 and e9 are the real and imaginary parts of th
permittivity of the metal. Estimates show that for the characteristic experimental
intensities this results in the appearance of local fields ranging in intensity from se

FIG. 1. Photostimulated aggregation rateȦ(l) in a silver hydrosol versus the wavelengthl of the irradiating
light in the range 360–1050 nm~the relative error equals 15%!. The irradiation time equals 9.5 h andI 53
mW/cm2.
107 107JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Karpov et al.
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hundreds up to several thousands of V/cm. These values are equivalent to a light in
of the order of several tens of kW/cm2. Such intensities, which are characteristic for las
pulses, are ordinarily adequate for observing two- and three-photon photoelectric e
~see, for example, Refs. 8 and 10!.

In the theory of then-photon electrode photoelectric effect the photocurrent den
is described by the expression10,2

j n5B~e2/\c!n21v0
1/2~nv2v0!5/2xn , ~1!

wherexn is a function that depends on the properties of the metal and the interp
boundary in a specific system,xn;I n (I is the radiation intensity!, v0 is the frequency
corresponding to the red limit of the photoelectric effect,B is a constant,e is the electron
charge,\ is the Planck constant, andc is the speed of light.

For a two-photon process the LF factor raised to the third power appears in ex
sion ~1! j 2;I 2;L r

3(v)Ei
4 , since according to Ref. 6 the exponent ofL r equalsn21,

wheren is the order of the nonlinear process. As a result of the fact that this expo
increases up to 3, the effect onj 2 of a rapid increase inL r

3(v) with decreasing frequency
will be even more pronounced than in the case of the frequency dependenceL r(v). For
this reason, the two-photon photoelectric effect currentj 2 increases rapidly with increas
ing radiation wavelength and estimates2 show that in the range II it can reach valu
comparable to the one-photon photoemission current density in the near-threshold
trum region for the same values of the intensity.

In the range II the character of the wavelength dependenceȦ(l) should be deter-
mined by the competition between the two spectral factors appearing in the expre
for j 2. On the one hand, the function (2v2v0)5/2 monotonically approaches zero as t
wavelength increases and asla (va5v0/2) is approached and, on the other hand,
cubed LF intensification factorL r

3(v), in contrast to the first function, increases rapid
asla is approached. Since the ratios of the maximum and minimum values of the
two functions are approximately the same near the limits of the range II (Dl55502950
nm!, the product of the functions is described by a curve with a maximum.2 The shape of
this curve is qualitatively identical to the corresponding section of the experimental c
Ȧ(l).

The deviations from a smooth power-law dependence (v2v0)5/2 in the region I can
also be explained by taking account of the LF intensification factor, which increases
25 (l5400 nm! up to 250 (l5550 nm!. In this case, the wavelength dependenceȦ(l)
is correlated in this range with the expression forj n(v) for n51:
j 1;L r(v)E2(v2v0)5/2.

To identify the order of the photoemission process in the ranges I and II, the
toaggregation rateȦ(I ) in identical samples of a typical silver hydrosol~based on
collargol2,3! was investigated experimentally as a function of the intensity of the irr
ating light with the same exposure times. The wavelength of the light was in the ra
(l15450 nm! in one case and in range II (l25700 nm! in the other case. In accordanc
with expression~1!, for the one- and two-photon photoelectric effects the photoemis
current density behaves asj 1;I and j 2;I 2, respectively. As one can see from Fig. 2, t
108 108JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Karpov et al.
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experimental curvesȦ(I ) obtained in these ranges are close to linearȦ;I ~in the range
I! and quadraticȦ;I 2 ~in the range II!. Therefore these results together with the arg
ments presented above can serve as grounds for confirming the validity of the hypo
that the photoemission in the range II is of a two-photon character.

We underscore that the enhancement of processes which are nonlinear functi
the field intensity by fractal nanostructures has been observed thus far only in non
optical phenomena of the four-photon parametric scattering type~see, for example, Ref
9!.

We thank O. A. Kraev for participating in the experiments.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
96-03-3434a!.
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Explosive luminescence of silver azide

B. P. Aduev, É. D. Aluker, Yu. A. Zakharov, A. G. Krechetov,
and I. V. Chubukin
Kemerovo State University,a! 650043 Kemerovo, Russia

~Submitted 16 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 2, 101–103~25 July 1997!

Spectroscopic-kinetic investigations of the luminescence accompanying
the explosive decomposition of silver azide are performed. A new phe-
nomenon is observed: predetonation luminescence. A comparison of
the predetonation luminescence spectrum with the band structure is in
agreement with a model in which the exothermic reaction 2N3

0→ N6

provides the energy for the explosion. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00714-7#

PACS numbers: 82.40.Py, 78.55.Hx

Silver azide~AgN3) has been for many years one of the main model object
investigations of initiating explosives. However, the mechanism of the explosion of s
azide has remained unknown until recently. In Ref. 1 a new phenomenon was discovere
predetonation conduction in AgN3, analysis of which showed unequivocally that t
explosion occurs by a chain mechanism. It was also noted in Ref. 1 that intense
nescence is present even before mechanical breakup of the sample occurs. In the
work we investigated the spectroscopic–kinetic characteristics of this luminescen
seemed to us that such a study should shed light on the nature of the chain proce

The objects of investigation were 33330.05 mm AgN3 single crystals grown from
solution. The explosion was initiated by a pulse from an electron accelerator~3 ns, 400
keV, 100–1000 A/cm2). An ISP-51 spectrograph performed a spectral decompositio
the luminescence from a specimen placed in a vacuum chamber. The image
spectrum was focused on the time slit of the image converter~IC! of a FÉR-7 photoelec-
tric recorder~time resolution 2 ns, spectral range 40–1000 nm!. A readout unit based on
a silicon intensifier target tube digitized the output signal from the FE´ R-7 recorder and
stored the digitized signal in a computer, where corrections were made to the sp
sensitivity and the band characteristic of the measuring channel.

The results of an analysis of a typical IC diagram~wavelength and time sections! are
displayed in Fig. 1. Here two types of luminescence are clearly distinguished~Fig. 1a!:
wide-band prebreakup luminescence of the specimen — predetonation lumines
(t1'0.5 ms, Fig. 1b! and a line spectrum of the plasma produced by the explo
(t2'2.5 ms, Fig. 1c!. It should be noted that the time interval between the predetona
luminescence and the appearance of a plasma line spectrum fluctuates from one sp
to another. An identification of the lines in the plasma spectrum is presented in Fig

The wide-band solid-state luminescence is of the main interest from the stand
of the problem addressed in this work~Fig. 1b!. This luminescence spectrum cannot
111 1110021-3640/97/020111-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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described by the Planck formula, i.e., it is not thermal emission and can be iden
definitely as predetonation luminescence. The fall-off of the predetonation lumines
intensity before the appearance of the plasma luminescence~Fig. 1c! is apparently due to
reabsorption by itinerant electrons and holes. Indeed, according to the data of Ref
the solid-phase chain reaction process the itinerant charge-carrier density in the
reaches values.1020 cm23 corresponding to absorption coefficients of the order
1032102 cm21,2 which result in substantial absorption of the luminescence signal.

At extremely high itinerant charge-carrier densities (.1020 cm23) all forms of
luminescence associated with biographic defects saturate.2 For this reason, the observe
luminescence could be due to only fundamental radiative transitions or transitions
the participation of defects generated directly during the chain reaction. Comparin
predetonation luminescence spectra with the band structure of AgN3 ~Ref. 3! shows that
the predetonation luminescence is not related with interband and valence–core tran
~cross luminescence!. The intraband luminescence yield is extremely low.4 Therefore it is
most likely that the predetonation luminescence is associated with defects formed d
the chain reaction.

The following model of an elementary event in the chain reaction in AgN3 was
proposed in Ref. 5. In the case when two holes (N3

0 radicals! are localized on a defect
reconstruction of the defect occurs as a result of the exothermic reactions 2N3

0→ N6 ~4–6
eV! or 2N3

0→3N2 ~8–10 eV!, leading to the appearance of a quasilocal state~hole center!

FIG. 1.
112 112JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Aduev et al.
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whose level lies in the valence band~2–3 eV from the band top in the case 2N3
0→ N6 and

4–5 eV in the case 2N3
0→3N2).

According to this model, hole multiplication, which is a necessary condition for
development of a chain reaction, occurs as a result of impact ionization by holes
calized from this center.

A comparison of the predetonation luminescence spectrum with the density of
in the AgN3 valence band~Fig. 2! shows fairly good agreement with the model propos
in Ref. 5 for the case 2N3

0→ N6.

a!e-mail: rk@rk.uucp.stanet.ru
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FIG. 2.
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Role of the parameters of external fields acting on a spin
system in harmonic-generation processes

I. I. Sadykov
Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia

~Submitted 10 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 2, 104–109~25 July 1997!

Crossed dc and ac magnetic fields are applied to a paramagnet in a
continuous regime in an investigation of the induction signal at the
doubled and tripled pump frequencies. The experimental object is pow-
dered diphenyl picryl hydrazyl~DPPH!, and the pump frequency used
is 11 MHz. It is shown that harmonic generation and the orientational
dependences of the harmonics arise due to nonlinear variations of the
magnitude and the ‘‘rocking’’ angle of the vector sum of the external
fields and the precession frequency of the spin magnetization. Anoma-
lies are observed in the Bloch–Siegert effect. ©1997 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00814-1#

PACS numbers: 42.65.Ky, 75.25.1z

There are many publications concerning multiquantum resonance effects. Se
harmonic generation by a spin system was investigated experimentally and theore
in Ref. 1. Resonance was observed at two values of the external static magnetic fiHz

H(1)5vp /g and H(2)52vp /g, wherevp is the pump frequency andg is the gyro-
magnetic ratio. Reference 2 reports the results of investigations of weak-field multiq
tum resonances by optically detected ESR from radical–ion pairs. Observational r
are presented not only for the first two resonances but also for a third resonanc
H(3)53vp /g. Harmonic generation can be described theoretically by a quan
mechanical approach1–3 or by the quasiclassical approach proposed by Bloch.4 In the first
case there are problems in determining the order of the approximation, especially
the amplitudeHm of the ‘‘perturbing’’ ac field is comparable to or even less than
static fieldHz . Ordinarily, the ac field is oriented along thex axis, and its componen
Hx(t)5Hm cos(vpt). In the second case the initial phenomenological Bloch equat
also make it possible to calculate the harmonic components and their orienta
dependences,5 but they can be correct only ifHm!Hz . The expected values of th
spectroscopic parameters — the intensities, moments, and shapes of the resonan
as well as the shifts of these lines due to the Bloch–Siegert effect~BSE! — can be
calculated in the approximations of both methods.6,7 In particular, the quantum approac
predicts that the line broadening and line shifts as functions ofHm are different for two-
and three-quantum transitions. As far as we know, these effects have never been c
experimentally. Furthermore, although quite intense pump fields, sufficient for obse
line broadening and line shifts, were employed in Refs. 1 and 2, the authors ma
mention of this and do not discuss this question. To compare the theory and expe
correctly it is necessary to investigate experimentally the parameters not only o
114 1140021-3640/97/020114-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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second harmonic but also of at least the third harmonic, all harmonics being radia
the same manner. In so doing, the ratioHm /Hz should be adequate for measuring t
BSE reliably. Our aim in the present work was to solve these problems.

A coherent spectrometer with crossed coils was developed for obtaining the e
mental results. A block diagram of the spectrometer is displayed in Fig. 1. As one
see, the overall scheme is similar to that of the first-generation high-resol
spectrometers,8 but there are a number of substantial differences. First, signals not a
first harmonic but rather at the second and third harmonics are amplified and det
Second, a linear power amplifier, a low-frequency filter, and a Faraday shield~to reduce
to a minimum the parasitic interferences which unavoidably arise in the generato
power amplifier circuit at the frequency of the detected signal and penetrate int
measuring cell! are employed. The detecting coilLc consists of two saddle-shaped halv
and is placed inside a cylindrical coilLp and a Faraday shield is placed between th
coils. The high-frequency filter is necessary to prevent the residual high-frequency
voltage from reaching the input cascade of the two-frequency amplifier. The con
field Hz , orthogonal to the fieldHx , is produced by Helmholtz coils~not shown in the
diagram! and can be oriented at an angleb relative to the axis of the receiving coilLc .
The spectrometer parameters were as follows:vp/2p511 MHz,Hz5(260) –(160) Oe,
Hm52 –12 Oe, andb5(2180°) –(1180°). The nonuniformity of the fields at the cent
of the coils in a sample of volume 0.4 cm3 does not exceed 2% forHx and 0.5% forHz .
The level of the parasitic interference in both channels also does not exceed the a
experimental signal level, and in the absence of a pump fieldHx the possible ESR signa
from these interferences is not observed even at maximum gain. The value ofHz was
measured according to the positions of the ESR lines at the harmonic frequencies a
amplitudeHm was calibrated by an induction method and according to the BSE. P
dered polycrystalline diphenyl picryl hydrazyl~DPPH! — the most extensively studie
paramagnet with a single, narrow ESR line1,9 — was chosen as the object of investig
tion. The experimental results are displayed in Fig. 2~solid curves!. As one can see, quite
sharp resonancesR(m,n), which are symmetric in the fieldHz and are antisymmetric in
magnitude, are observed at both harmonics. Herem enumerates the resonances appear
with increasing fieldHz and n enumerates the harmonics by means of which the re

FIG. 1. Bloch diagram of the spectrometer.
115 115JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 I. I. Sadykov
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nances are recorded. In this notation, the classical ESR can be represented asR(1,1). It is
easy to see from the curves a and b~Fig. 2! that the resonancesR(1,2) andR(1,3) have
approximately the same but strongly broadened line shape. The positions of the m
of these resonances are determined, to a first approximation, by a somewhat m
Bloch–Siegert relation

HR15HR~1,n!$11@Hm /kHR~1,n!#
2%. ~1!

HereHR15vp /g is the resonance value of the fieldHz for Hm!HR1, HR(1,n) is the
resonance value of the fieldHz for fixed Hm , g is the gyromagnetic ratio, andk54.

The second resonanceR(2,2) observed in Ref. 1 is weak in our experiments, and
shall not discuss it in the present letter. The third resonancesR(3,2) andR(3,3) are
broadened much less than the first resonances but undergo a much stronger dynam
and are determined, to a first approximation, by the equation~1! but with k52. This fact

FIG. 2. Traces of the signal intensities from DPPH~solid curves! of mass 0.16 as a function ofHz with fixed
Hm54.8 Oe: a — Sine component of the second-harmonic signal (I 2) with b50; b — cosine component of the
third-harmonic signal (I 3) with b5p/2; c — relative orientations of the fieldsHx andHz and the axis of the
detecting coilLc ~the scale is 1.4 times smaller than forI 2). The dots show the numerical results, obtained
the basis of Eqs.~7!, for I 2 andI 3 for the same conditions andT15T256.331028 s. The resonance values o
the field areH(3,2)5H(3,3)5610.25 Oe.
116 116JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 I. I. Sadykov
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can be interpreted as an anomalous BSE. On the whole, the intensities of the reso
depend on the angle as cosb at the second-harmonic frequency and as sinb at the third-
harmonic frequency. Analysis shows that our experimental results cannot be comp
described either by quantum-mechanical calculations in the approximations of R
and 2 or by the Bloch equations.4 We were able to solve this problem qualitatively a
semiquantitatively by the phenomenological system of Bloch-type differential equa
presented below. These equations were obtained with the following assumption
approaches. According to Fig. 2c the fieldsHx andHz give a field of magnitude

Hs5AHz
21Hx

2~ t !, ~2!

and angle of inclination from the axis of equilibrium~the z axis!

u5tan21~Hx~ t !/Hz!. ~3!

Therefore the total vectorHs(t) ‘‘rocks’’ with frequencyvp in a sector bounded by
the angles6umax5tan21(Hm /Hz). For clarity, we note that in obtaining the curves a a
b in Fig. 2 this angle varies from690 to 622 degrees. The fact that the precess
frequency and direction of the macroscopic magnetization of the paramagnet w
determined by the magnitude and direction of this rocking field evidently require
special proof.5 Then we can write

vs5g•Hs . ~4!

We shall not follow the usual practice of switching to a rotating coordinate sys
Rather, we shall confine ourselves to the rocking coordinate system and descri
behavior of the magnetizationm in this system in the form of the trial functions

mx5m0 cos~vst !exp~2t/T2!, ~5a!

my5m0 sin~vst !exp~2t/T2!, ~5b!

mz5Ms@12exp~2t/T2!#. ~5c!

These functions are solutions of the system of Bloch differential equations, e
that the stationary magnetization and Larmor frequency are replaced by their dyn
parametersMs5x•Hs andvs , respectively. Herex is the static magnetic susceptibility
Further, the components of the magnetizationMx,y,z in the laboratory coordinate system
can be represented by the projectionsmx,y,z and vice versa, taking account of the angleu,
as

Mx5mx cosu1mz sin u,

M y5my , ~6a!

Mz52mx sin u1mz cosu,

mx5Mx cosu2Mz sin u,

my5M y , ~6b!

mz5Mx sin u1Mz cosu.
117 117JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 I. I. Sadykov
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Differentiating Eq.~6a! with respect to time, making the substitutions~6b!, and
performing the appropriate elementary trigonometric and algebraic transformation
arrive at a system of differential equations. To simplify the equations we represent
in the matrix form

dMi /dt5(
i ,l

~Ail M l1Bi ! i ,l 5x,y,z . ~7!

Here

Axx52~sin2 u/T11cos2 u/T2!,

Ayy521/T2 , Azz52~sin2 u/T21cos2 u/T1!,

Axy52Ayz5vs sin u,

Axz5Azx5~1/T221/T1!sin u cosu,

Bx5Ms sin u/T1 , By50, Bz5Ms cosu/T1 ,

Ms5x•Hs ,

andT1 andT2 are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times, respectively.

The derivation of Eqs.~7! also assumed that the quantitiesMs , vs , andu do not
change in the time intervaldt and therefore their derivatives equal zero. It is easy to sh
that Eqs.~7! obtained above become the Bloch equations~Ref. 4! when Hm!Hz . The
results obtained by numerically solving the system of equations~7! and then differenti-
ating eachMi and expanding the obtained results in a Fourier series with one pe
Tp52p/vp , corresponding to the timet5nTp.T11T2, in terms of the harmonics ar
presented in Fig. 2~small circles!. Heren is an integer. The differentiation is necessa
because the emf induced in the detecting coil is determined not by the magneti
components themselves but rather by their derivatives.8 A comparison shows that th
experimental results agree qualitatively with the numerical calculations. The quanti
accuracy of the approximation can be increased by varying the relaxation timesT1 and
T2 more carefully. However, then there arises the situationT1,T2, which contradicts the
well-known and theoretically well-established necessary conditionT1>T2 ~Ref. 10!.
Equations~7!, like the Bloch equations, can describe only Lorentzian resonance line
is well known11 that the DPPH ESR line shape falls between a Lorentzian and a G
sian. This contributes to the approximation error. As far as the BSE is concerned, i
case there is qualitative and quantitative~to a first approximation! agreement between th
calculations and the experimental results. The dependences of the computed intens
the resonances on the orientational angleb also agree well with experiment. Furthe
more, calculations were performed for the expected harmonics from the first to the fo
These calculations showed that the even harmonics are maximum forb50 and vanish
for b5p/2 and, conversely, the odd harmonics are maximum forb5p/2 and vanish for
b50. These deficiencies of Eqs.~7! can be attributed to the effects of the second-or
approximation and can possibly be eliminated by further elaborating the theoretica
proach proposed in Ref. 12.
118 118JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 I. I. Sadykov
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The following conclusions can be drawn from an analysis of the experimenta
theoretical results obtained. The phenomenological equations~7! give a classical descrip
tion of the dynamics of the nonlinear motion of the measured physical quantity —
macroscopic magnetization. Therefore it can be assumed, at least for a system
effective spin 1/2, which DPPH is, and taking the relation~4! into account, that there ar
no more than two magnetic quantum levels in the rocking coordinate system a
selection rule with a change in the magnetic quantum number by61 (Dm561) oper-
ates. In other words, one-quantum processes predominate at the microscopic level
account of the nonlinear external parametersHs and u and also the internal paramete
vs , the nonlinear motion of the spin magnetization give rise to the generation
orientational dependences of the harmonics.

This stage of the work was supported by the Kazan Physical Society. I am gra
to V. N. Efimov for assisting in the experiments, M. L. Laryukhin and S. S. Sakhov�

for assisting in the calculations, and B. M. Kazakov, R. V. Saburova, and N. K. S
varov for helpful discussions.
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Identification of the polymerized orthorhombic phase
of C60 fullerene
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~Submitted 19 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 2, 110–114~25 July 1997!

It is established by x-ray diffraction and Raman scattering that the
polymerization of C60 fullerene at 1.5 GPa and 723 K leads to the
formation of an orthorhombic phase that is different from the previ-
ously identified high-pressure orthorhombic phase. It is determined by
a calculation of the optimal packing of linear C60 polymers by the
method of atom–atom potentials that the energetically favorable struc-
ture of the orthorhombic phase belongs to the space groupPnnmand
not the previously proposed groupImmm. The computed value of the
rotation angle of the polymer chains that corresponds to the minimum
packing energy was equal to 61°. The mechanisms leading to the for-
mation of the polymerized phases are discussed on the basis of the
results obtained. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00914-6#

PACS numbers: 61.48.1c, 81.15.Tv

The study of transformations of C60 fullerene at high pressures and temperatures
shown that the identification of the different carbon states formed in the system pre
certain difficulties.1–8 In Ref. 4 we proposed a scheme for classifying the carbon st
that form under nonhydrostatic compression of C60 fullerite at pressures up to 10 GPa an
temperatures up to 1900 K. Using the character of the structure-forming element~atom,
molecule, polymolecular cluster! as a criterion, different types of carbon states w
distinguished in the system: molecular, polymolecular~polymerized and polycondensed!,
and atomic. We performed a x-ray phase analysis of the polymerized states~PSs! on the
basis of the phase identification made in Ref. 1. In the present letter we report e
mental and model computational results that make it possible to refine the previ
obtained data on the identification of PSs.
120 1200021-3640/97/020120-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The experimental part consisted of the synthesis of C60 PSs with differentp, T-
parameters and the segregation of the states under normal conditions by quenching
pressure, followed by x-ray diffraction and Raman scattering analysis. Fullerite po
with 99.9 mol.% C60, produced by the Term USA Company, was used as the sta
material. The fullerite was treated in ‘‘piston–cylinder’’ and ‘‘toroid’’ type high-pressu
chambers. The details of the synthesis of the PSs are described in Ref. 4. The diffr
patterns of the powdered samples were obtained with a Siemens D500 diffractome
CoKa radiation. A Bruker FT Raman RFS100 spectrometer with 1064 nm excita
radiation was used to study the Raman scattering spectra.

As mentioned in Ref. 4, we identified, on the basis of the fact that our diffrac
patterns were identical to those obtained in Ref. 1, the series of PSs which fo
pressures of 2–10 GPa and temperatures below 673 K as an orthorhombic~O! phase, first
identified at 8 GPa and 573 K,1 and then in the entire pressure range 4–8 GPa
temperatures;4732573 K.7 Later8 it was established that an O phase with lattice p
rameters different from those proposed in Ref. 1 exists in the samples synthesized
GPa and 723 K. The observation of two O phases in the system — conventional
orthorhombic high-pressure phase~OHPP! and an orthorhombic low-pressure pha
~OLPP! — made it necessary to study these two states of the system in greater de

Figures 1 and 2 display x-ray diffraction patterns and Raman scattering spec
samples obtained at 8 GPa and 573 K~OHPP! and at 1.5 GPa and 723 K~OLPP!. As one

FIG. 1. Experimental OHPP diffraction pattern~a! and the experimental~b! and computed~c! OLPP diffraction
patterns.

FIG. 2. OHPP~a! and OLPP~b! Raman spectra.
121 121JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Davydov et al.
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can see from Fig. 1, the OLPP diffraction pattern contains a larger number of peak
the peaks themselves are much narrower. The indexing of the OLPP diffraction p
over 11 well-resolved peaks performed with the DICVOL-91 program9 gave an orthor-
hombic body-centered (Immm) cell with the parametersa50.9098(6), b50.983(1),
andc51.472(2) nm and two C60 molecules. The computed diffraction pattern~Fig. 1c!,
constructed with the LAZY ROUTINE program on the basis of the polymer-chain
ometry proposed in Ref. 10, showed satisfactory agreement with the experimental
confirming the correctness of the values obtained for the lattice constants. Howev
attempt to determine on the basis of the experimental data the polymer-chain orient
which are the result of a rotation of a chain around its axis and which change the
group fromImmm to Pnnm in the case when the angle of rotation is different from 0
90° did not give a definitive result. This failure is due to the quality of the sample, w
did not permit obtaining a diffraction pattern with a large number of well-resolved
fraction peaks, and the insensitivity of the diffraction pattern to a rotation of the ch

For this reason, to clarify the space group of the OLPP the optimal packin
polymer chains was calculated by the atom–atom potentials method using the
~packing of molecules in crystals! program.11 In the calculation, the energy of the cryst
structure calculated using an empirical intermolecular potential was minimized wit
spect to the structural parameters of the OLPP. In so doing, the geometry of the po
chain was assumed to be given and the distance between the centers of neigh
molecules in a chain was taken as the short period of the OLPP lattice, taken fro
x-ray experiment. The intermolecular potential was calculated as the sum of Lenn
Jones type atom–atom potentials, which are responsible for the van der Waals inte
of the carbon atoms, and the Coulomb interactions of the effective positive and ne
charges located at the midpoints of the single and double carbon–carbon bonds, r
tively. The computational problem was to determine the rotation angle correspond
the optimal packing of the chains. It was found that the energetically most favo
packing is the one with a rotation angle of 61°, i.e.,Pnnmsymmetry~Fig. 3!. In this case
a cell contains two chain orientations related by a mirror reflection operation. This
contrast to theImmm group, for which all chains have the same orientation. For cl

FIG. 3. Energy of a polymerized-OHPP crystal lattice as a function of the rotation angle of a polymer
around its axis.
122 122JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Davydov et al.
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lattice parameters, obtained in a calculation of two types of single-orientation struc
models (Immm — rotation angles of 0 and 90°) and a double-orientation struct
model (Pnnm— rotation angle 61°), the energy gain in the latter case equals abo
and 10.5 kJ/mole, respectively. Therefore, although the quality of the experimental O
diffraction patterns obtained with powder does not permit a definitive choice of an
entational model of the structure, the model calculation points toPnnmas the preferred
packing.

The data presented in Fig. 1 show that the OLPP diffraction pattern differs sub
tially from the OHPP diffraction pattern, which, according to Ref. 1 is also indexed in
orthorhombic (Immm, Z52) cell with the parametersa50.926,b50.988, andc51.422
nm. However, identifying as individual O phases the PSs obtained at 8 GPa an
K,1 and 4.8 GPa and 523 K,7 raises some doubts.

First, as was noted in Ref. 8, on account of the large width and the small numb
clearly distinguished diffraction peaks the OHPP diffraction pattern can be indexed
the same qualitative indicators in both orthorhombic and rhombohedral cells. The
culty of identifying as an O phase the OHPP-like PSs was actually also noted in R
where an attempt was made to describe them as a rhombohedral (R) phase, though in the
final variant it was represented as a fcc~pC60) phase — a face-centered high-pressu
cubic phase — despite the problems of such an indexing also, as were noted
authors themselves.

It is interesting that in the case of an OHPP the short lattice period, whic
structural models of the O phase equals the distance between the centers of neigh
molecules in a polymer chain, is much larger than the theoretically computed dist
between the C60 molecules in a linear polymer — 0.9127,12 9.11,13 and 0.906 nm.14

The character of the splitting of the Hg~1! mode, the presence of lines at 523, 53
1402, 1449, and 1620 cm21 in the OHPP Raman spectrum~Fig. 2!, and a number of
other features of the spectrum that are characteristic of two-dimensionally polyme
states also attest to the fact that linear C60 molecules are not the only structure-formin
elements of the OHPP.

The ambiguity of the interpretation of the diffraction patterns of the PSs obta
under pressure at relatively low temperatures;323–573 K can be explained by assum
ing that these PSs are still not completely formed polymerized phases~PPs! with a
definite type of crystal lattice, as are clearly seen in the case of synthesis temper
above 573 K, but rather they are some intermediate states with a low degree of
dimensional ordering.

The O-phase representation of PSs formed at pressures up to 8 GPa and te
tures of 373–573 K served as a basis for the suggestion of the mechanism in whic1
2 cycloaddition reactions between linear C60 polymers lead to the formation of layere
tetragonalT and R phases.7 For the T phase such a formation mechanism cannot
excluded in principle even though the mechanism requires the energetically unfavo
Immm packing for the O phase, since otherwise (Pnnm packing with a rotation angle
different from an angle between 0 and 90°) the double bonds entering in the 21 2
cycloaddition reaction are located far from one another or are not parallel. For tR
phase, however, this formation mechanism is virtually impossible, since in this case
123 123JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Davydov et al.
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the Immm packing of the O phase does not meet the necessary conditions for th
pearance of interchain bonds. This suggests the presence of a mechanism leadin
formation ofT andR phases that is associated with the direct two-dimensional polym
ization of C60 molecules and is based on the assumption that at high pressures there
a series of molecular packings of C60 which appear as molecular precursors of the o
served PSs and are characterized by a favorable~from the standpoint of the formation o
two-dimensional structure-forming elements of these phases! relative arrangement of the
double bonds of neighboring molecules. We have not yet been able to observe
hypothetical molecular precursors of PPs experimentally, but the first attempts to
late them by numerical calculations show that they could indeed exist. A compar
analysis of the volumes of the PPs and the molecular states subjected to compr
suggests that the proposed mechanism of the formation of PPs is possible~Fig. 4!. The
dimensions of the rectangles in Fig. 4 characterize the range of synthesis pressur
the range of volumes of the corresponding states of the system that we obtaine
different synthesis temperatures. One can see from Fig. 4 that the volumes of th
lecular states of the system, which are compressed at 298 K, are correlated with th
which form when the compressed states are heated above 573–673 K at a fixed pr
Since the experimental procedure for synthesizing the high-pressure phases ord
consists of loading a sample up to prescribed pressures at room temperature an
heating the sample under a fixed load, it can be conjectured that in this case heat
system ‘‘only’’ activates the PP formation process, while the pressure acting on
system at the moment preceding heating is the factor that determines the type of
formed. Specifically, if the volume of the C60 molecular crystal compressed at 1.5 G
and 298 K is virtually identical to that of the OLPP, then the main PP formed at 1.5
and 723 K is obviously an OLPP. According to this scheme, the molecular state at 8

FIG. 4. Compression isotherms of fullerite C60 (F),15 graphite (G),16 and diamond (D)17 at 298 K and volumes
per C60 molecule, taken for normal conditions of polymolecular crystalline OLPP~O!, T and R phases, and
amorphousPc states of a system which form under different pressures in the temperature range 573–1
124 124JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Davydov et al.



hase.
and 298 K is the molecular precursor of a rhombohedral and not an orthorhombic p
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Anomalous behavior of textures in a magnetic field

A. M. Satanin
N. I. Lobachevski Nizhegorod State University, 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia

V. V. Skuzovatkin
Institute of Microstructure Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 603600 Nizhni�

Novgorod, Russia

~Submitted 24 March 1997; resubmitted 19 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 2, 115–119~25 July 1997!

It is shown that a qualitatively new type of transition to a nonlinear
phase is possible in two-dimensional two-phase textures in a magnetic
field. The anomalous growth of the effective response~higher-order
correlation functions of the current! near the critical magnetic field is
studied. The dependence of the critical magnetic field on the angles of
microinclusions is calculated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01010-4#

PACS numbers: 68.55.Jk

Recent investigations of nonlinear and noise characteristics1–3 have established a
relation between these phenomena and the microgeometry of composite media a
tures. It is well known that the effective characteristics of disordered materials, su
the electric or thermal conductivity, are insensitive to the microstructure of the mat
since they are expressed in terms of the quadratic correlation functions of the field
currents. The effective characteristics determined by the higher-order correlation
tions may be anomalously sensitive to the microstructure of the medium. For exa
the nonlinear resistance, the 1/f -noise factor, and the amplitude of the third harmonic c
be expressed in terms of the fourth moment of the electric field or current.1,2,4,5In Ref. 2,
it was found that the higher-order moments can diverge because the fields diverg
the geometric singularities of microinclusions. In Ref. 3, it was noted that divergence
also possible in media with a finite ratio of the conductivity of microinclusions of co
posites. The anomalous properties of the higher-order moments make it possible to
the microstructure of a medium on the basis of some effective characteristics o
medium. To establish the dependence of the response functions on the microstruc
is necessary to investigate a representative sample of specimens containing nonun
ties whose microstructure is different and known in advance.

We show in the present letter that for a prescribed geometric structure of no
formities the divergences of the higher-order correlation functions of the electric fi
and currents depend on the external magnetic field. The critical magnetic field in w
there exists an anomalous fourth-order moment of the current corresponds for a
material to a transition from a classically weak-field regime to a classically strong-
regime. This property makes it possible to investigate the structure of micrononu
mities of specimens according to the macroscopic response and to realize a rev
transition to a nonlinear regime by varying the magnetic field.
126 1260021-3640/97/020126-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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We shall be interested in the effective characteristics of a two-dimensional
phase medium. The distribution of fields and currents is described by the equation

j1bW @ j3N#5se,

¹• j50, ¹3e50, ~1!

where the conductivitys and the Hall parameter assume the valuess1 , b1, ands2 , b2

in the first and second phases, respectively. The magnetic fieldB5NuBu is directed
perpendicular to the plane of the film. We shall confine our attention to the characte
of the medium that can be expressed in terms of the correlation functions^ j4& and^e4&,
where^ . . . & denotes averaging over the area of the film. As is well known,4 the effective
nonlinear resistanceke in an isotropic medium is determined~to a first approximation in
the nonlinearity! by the correlation functionke5^kj4&/^ j &4, wherek is the local nonlinear
resistance of the components. The amplitude of the third harmonic can likewis
expressed in terms of the correlation function^kj4&.1,5 A similar relation also holds for
the effective 1/f -noise factor.1,2 It is easy to show that in a magnetic field these relatio
all hold for the dissipative characteristics measured in the Hall emf regime. For
reason, we shall study the dependence of the correlation function^ j4& on the magnetic
field and on the parameters of the system.

It is clear from physical considerations that all anomalies are most pronounced
a percolation transition, when the concentrations of the phases are approximate
same. As noted in Refs. 2, 3, and 6, the regions near microinclusions possessing
corners make the main contribution to the correlation function under study. In this
the simplest geometric objects can be distinguished from the entire system and the
in the formation of the response can be determined. In the case of periodic two-
lattices, the main contribution to the correlation function^ j4& appears near the corne
made by alternate sectors with different conductivity.6 In the present letter we sha
examine some texture classes that are topologically close to those studied in Ref.
example, the results presented below are applicable for a Poisson coating, when th
is divided into cells by a random collection of straight lines~determined by a Poisso
random process!.7 A general feature of the class of structures studied here is the pres
of alternate sectors with different conductivity.

As shown in Ref. 6, in the absence of a magnetic field the most singular behav
the fields occurs near points where four phases, formed by the intersection of two s
lines, are in contact~see Fig. 1!. To find the current distribution in such a structure it

FIG. 1. Geometry of the micrononuniformity under study.
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necessary to solve Eq.~1! with the boundary conditions

~ j–n!15~ j–n!2 ,
~2!

H 1

s
~ j1bW @ j3N# !•tJ

1

5H 1

s
~ j1bW @ j3N# !•tJ

2

,

wheren andt are the normal and tangent vectors with respect to the interface sepa
the media. The current components can be represented in the polar coordinates (r ,u) in
the form

j r5lr l21f ~u!, j u5r l21f 8~u!, ~3!

where the functionf satisfies the equationj 91l2f 50. On the basis of symmetry con
siderations~symmetry under inversion!, it is sufficient to give the functionf in two
neighboring regions in the form

f 1~u!5a1 coslu1b1 sin lu,
~4!

f 2~u!5a2 sin l~p/22u!1b2 cosl~p/22u!,

since f 3(u)52 f 1(u1p) and f 4(u)52 f 2(u1p). It follows from the boundary condi-
tions that this solution occurs forl determined by the expression

cot ~la/2!cot~l~p2a!/2!5
11h21b21A~11h21b2!224h2

2h
, ~5!

where b5hb12b2 and h5s2 /s1. For h,1, the solution obtained corresponds to
situation when the current ‘‘leaks’’ through narrow constrictions formed by sectors
low conductivity s2. As one can see from Eqs.~3!, the squared current in each sect
depends on distance as

j 2~r !;r 24g, g5~12l!/2, 0<g<1/2. ~6!

The quantityg is a function of the prescribed structural parametersh and a. It is
important to note that fors2 /s1Þb2 /b1 the parameterg depends on the magnetic field
The qualitative explanation of this behavior is as follows. Since the Laplace equat
homogeneous and there are no spatial scales, the current is a power-law func
distance. The exponentg is determined by the charge density induced on the ph
boundaries. The charge density in turn depends on the Hall component of the e
field and thereby on the intensity of the magnetic field. There also exists another pa
lar solution which has no singularities near a distinguished angle. The contribution o
solution to the correlation function̂j4& is small compared with the contribution from Eq
~6! and therefore can be neglected. We shall estimate, on the basis of the par
solution obtained, the contribution of micrononuniformities of the type under cons
ation to the correlation function̂j4&. For this, we integratej4 near the special corner
over a region with characteristic distanceL (L is the characteristic distance between t
special corners!. This average can be written as

^ j4&;E
0

L dr

r 8g21
. ~7!
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Hence the integral diverges ifg>1/4. The critical valuegc51/4 corresponds to the
critical magnetic fieldBc determined by the expression

Bc5A~11C2!h2~11h2!C

C~hn12n2!2
, ~8!

whereC5cot(a/4)cot((p2a)/4), n15b1 /B, andn25b2 /B~as is well known, for one
group of carriers the ration5b/B is virtually independent of the magnetic field!. It is
important to note that for prescribed parameters of a micrononuniformity there ex
critical magnetic field for which the effective characteristics of the system express
terms of^ j4& become anomalously large. It is easy to show that forb1;b2 , h;1, and
a;p/2 the critical Hall parameterbc5vct;1. Figure 2 displaysbc as a function of
angle for different values of the parameterh. As one can see in Fig. 2, in a wide range
angles nearp/2 the critical Hall parameterbc is virtually angle-independent.

The qualitative arguments presented above can be confirmed by an exact calc
of the correlation function̂ j4& for a square lattice with a checkerboard structure. T
exact current distribution in the cells in a magnetic field is obtained in Ref. 8. In our
the expression for the correlation function depends on the direction of the externa
rent. The character of the divergence of the correlation function, however, doe
depend on the direction of the external current. For this reason, we shall choose
manner so that singularities of the type~6! remain in the local current only along th
common diagonals in each cell.8 The calculation of the correlation function^ j4& using the
expression for the current from Eq.~8! gives

^ j4&5A/~Bc2B!, Bc2B!Bc , ~9!

FIG. 2. Critical Hall parameterbc as a function of angle for different values of the parameterh ~curve1 —
h50.2; curve2 — h50.4; curve3 — h50.6; curve4 — h50.8).
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where A is a constant that depends on the external current and the ratio of the
conductivities, and the critical fieldBc is determined by the relation

Bc5A8h2~11h!2/uhn12n2u. ~10!

It is easy to see that expression~8! is identical to Eq.~10! with a5p/2.

It is interesting to compare the magnetic field dependence of the correlation
tions ^ j2& and^ j4& for structures which possess the same type of micrononuniformity
was shown in Refs. 8–10, the correlation function^ j2& can be calculated for a random
equal-composition system9,10 and a periodic lattice.8 It follows from the exact solutions
that for these systems the results are identical. In classically weak fieldsvct!1 the
correlation function^ j2& has a quadratic correction in the field, and forvct@1 the
correlation function increases as;B. This investigation shows that the behavior of t
correlation function̂ j4& is qualitatively different from that of̂ j2&.

In summary, a qualitatively new behavior of the effective characteristics of a sy
which are expressed in terms of the correlation function^ j4& ~nonlinear resistance, nois
factor, and amplitude of the third harmonic! has been predicted. It has been shown tha
B→Bc the indicated characteristics grow anomalously. ForB.Bc the system transforms
reversibly into a strongly nonlinear current-flow regime. Evidently, the predic
anomaly is most easily observed in the generation of a third harmonic. As shown a
the anomalous regime is possible whenvct>1, which is identical to the condition fo
observing cyclotron resonance for the corresponding specimens.

After writing this letter we learned that Dykhne obtained similar results earlier.11 In
Ref. 11 it was shown that the higher-order correlation functions of the current in
dimensional structures diverge on account of small neighborhoods of corners w
sectors with different conductivity meet.

One of us~A. M. S.! thanks Dr. D. Jeulin for very helpful discussions of som
questions discussed in this letter.
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The contribution of the „t „t…1N… component to the
a-particle wave function from data on the reactions
p „a,pp …t and p „a,pn …t at incident a-particle
momentum 5 GeV/ c

M. V. Chadeyeva, V. E. Grechko, V. V. Solov’ev, and V. F. Turov
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 23 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 2, 69–74~25 July 1997!

The 2-meter liquid-hydrogen bubble chamber is exposed to a separated
beam ofa particles from the ITEP synchrotron. The momentum of the
incident4He nuclei, averaged over the fiducial volume of the chamber,
is 5 GeV/c ~the kinetic energy of initial protons in the nucleus rest
frame isTp5 620 MeV!. The spectral functions of decaysa→tp and
a→tn are extracted in the 4p geometry~the latter is extracted for the
first time! from the exclusive reactionsap→tpp andap→tpn in the
spectator momentum region 0,q,0.3 GeV/c. The pole dominance
criteria are carefully checked. Extrapolation of the nuclear vertex func-
tion to the pole gives a lower bound on the nuclear vertex constant. Our
experimental data are compared with the results of other studies and
with theoretical calculations. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00114-X#

PACS numbers: 25.55.Ci

The momentum distributions~spectral functions SFs! are among the most importan
characteristics of the4He nucleus. They are defined as the square of overlap inte
between the wave functions~WFs! of the nucleus and of the spectator nuclear fragme
(t(t),dN,3N).

We have previously1 extracted the SFs for the virtual two-particle decaysa→t(t)N
(t[3H, t [ 3He) from the reactions

p~a,pp!t, ~1!

p~a,pn!t, ~2!

at an initial a-particle momentum 2.7 GeV/c in the spectator momentum regio
0,q,0.16 GeV/c ~in this case due to the small phase space value the contribution o
diagram with three-nucleon nuclear exchange~Fig. 1b! is already significant atq; 0.2
GeV/c).

Particular attention was paid to the accurate selection of quasifreepN scattering
~QFS! events, which correspond to the diagram of Fig. 1a. The criteria of pole domin
75 750021-3640/97/020075-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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described in Ref. 2 were checked — in particular, the Treiman–Yang criterion, whi
very sensitive to the contribution of mechanisms other than the pole mechanism~espe-
cially, to the final-state interaction~FSI! mechanism of Fig. 1c!.

In this paper we present preliminary data~70% of the expected statistics! on SFs
from the reactions~1! and ~2! at an initiala-particle momentum of 5 GeV/c. There are
two main goals here: a! verification that the SFs are independent of the initial momen
of incident a particle, which would confirm the validity of the SF extraction, and!
expansion of the phase space so that the contribution of the diagram of Fig. 1b c
neglected up to momentaq;0.3 GeV/c.

The experimental data were obtained on the 2-meter liquid-hydrogen bubble c
ber of ITEP. This chamber was exposed to a separated beam ofa particles; their mo-
mentum, averaged over the fiducial volume, was 5 GeV/c ~with this experimental tech-
nique the nuclear fragments can be fast particles and thus be measured with
accuracy!. We selected 1445 events of the reactionap→tpp and 1824 events of the
reactionap→tpn. The method used to extract the spectral functions from the exp
mental data was described in detail in our previous papers.3,4

As follows from analysis of the matrix element of the QFS diagram of Fig. 1a, th
is a simple relation between spectral functionsr tN of two-particle decaysa→t(t)N and
the differential cross sections of reactions~1! and ~2! ds/dq2:

r tN~q!5
8mp2l~s,m2,ma

2 !

ma
2F~ t1!

ds

dq2
. ~3!

Hereq is three-particle nuclear momentum in the rest frame of the4He nucleus,m is the
mass of the nucleon,ma is the mass of4He nucleus,l(x,y,z)5(x1y1z)22xyz, s is
the square of the total invariant mass,t1 is the square of the 4-momentum transferr
from the4He nucleus to the three-nucleon nucleus, andF(t1) is defined as follows:

F~ t1!5E
max$s2~ t1!,4m2%

s1~ t1!

ds1sel
~pN!~s1 ,t1!l1/2~s1 ,m2,m2!. ~4!

Heres1 ands2 are calculated using the formulas given in Ref. 3 with the correspon
mass substitution,s1 is the square of the total mass of thepN system,sel

(pN) is given by
the following formula:

FIG. 1. The simplest diagrams for the reactionspa→t(t)pN.
76 76JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Chadeyeva et al.
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~pN!~s1 ,t1!52p~12I z

pN/2!E
2c1

c2 ds~pN!~s1 ,t1!

dV*
d cosu* . ~5!

Here I z
(pN) is the third isospin projection of thepN system,ds (pN)(s1 ,t1)/dV* is the

off-shell cross section of elasticpN scattering,u* is the scattering angle between th
initial and outgoing protons in the center-of-mass system of thepN pair. The choice of
the limits of integrationc1 andc2 will be discussed below.

Two constraints were imposed to select the events corresponding to the QF
gram ~Fig. 1a!: I! q,0.3 GeV/c and II! 2c1,cosu*,c2. One hasc15c250.7 for
reaction~1! and c15c250.8 for reaction~2!. After these constraints we imposed, 96
events of reaction~1! and 1106 events of reaction~2! remained.

The first constraint is needed to exclude the contribution of the diagram of Fig
~with three-nucleon nuclear exchange!. This contribution is shown by our calculations
be negligible at an initial energyTp5 620 MeV andq,0.3 GeV/c ~Monte Carlo calcu-
lations were performed; the elastic cross sections forpN, pt, andpt were taken on the
mass shell in the entire kinematically allowed region, the Glauber–Sitenko mode
used for the calculation of thept and pt elastic cross sections, and thepN amplitudes
were taken from phase space analysis; the SFsr tN were taken from the theoretica
calculations5,6!.

The second constraint makes it possible to exclude significantly the phase
region in which the FSI is substantial.3,4,7

The following results are obtained after imposing the constraints I and II to
experimental data on the reactions~1! and ~2!: 1! as is seen from Fig. 2, the Treiman
Yang angle distributions are practically isotropic, i.e., the necessary pole domin
criterion is satisfied2 (fTY is the angle between the plane formed by the momenta of
a particle and thet ~or t) nucleus and plane formed by the momenta of the outgo

FIG. 2. Treiman–Yang angle distributions for the reactions: a —ap→tpp and b —ap→tpn. Clear histo-
grams correspond to the total number of events, shaded histograms correspond to the events remaining
constraints are imposed~see text above!.
77 77JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Chadeyeva et al.
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nucleons, all momenta being taken in the rest frame of the initial proton!; 2! the nuclear
vertex function~NVF! will be shown below to be linear inq2 in the region of smallq; 3!
the average momentum transfer from the initial proton to the fastest outgoing nucle
;0.8 GeV/c, which is sufficiently greater than the inverse nuclear radius (;0.12 GeV/
c); 4! the fraction of events for which the relative kinetic energy of theNt(t) system is
less than 80 MeV~when the FSI effect is expected to be critical! really does not exceed
25%;5! the fraction of events with noncoplanarity angle greater than 6° does not ex
10%;6! the stronger constraint (ucosu* u,0.6) causes no changes inr tN within the error,
while giving significant improvement of the above characteristics3–5 of FSI event
suppression;7! the SFs are independent of the initial energy within the error~see Fig. 3!.

Thus, the results1–7 show the validity of the QFS event selection.

To obtain SFs from data on the reactions~1! and~2! the elastic cross sections ofpN
scattering were parametrized on the mass shell in the entire kinematically allowed r
using phase shift analysis.8,9 The influence of off-shell effects in the framework of Mon
gan model10 was estimated in our previous work,1 where we extracted the SFs from
reactions~1! and~2! at ana-particle momentum of 2.7 GeV/c ~i.e., at a kinetic energy of
220 MeV, which is nearly the limit of applicability of the model!. It turns out that the
off-shell effects can increase the SFs by 10% in the regionq,85 MeV/c and on average
by 30% in the region 85,q,160 MeV/c.

FIG. 3. a — spectral functionsr tN(q): s andd — our data~averaged over the corresponding interval ofq2)
at Tp5 220 MeV on the reactionsp(a,pn)t andp(a , pp)t, respectively,1 j andj — our data atTp5 620
MeV for the same reactions, respectively~see also Table I!, , — NIKHEF data14 on the reactiona(e,e8p)t at
Te5426 MeV,n — data of Ref. 15 for the reactiona(p,pp)t at Tp5 590 MeV. The dotted and solid lines ar
the theoretical calculations from Refs. 5 and 6, respectively; b — the scaled part of~a! in the region of
small q.
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It should be mentioned that in the case of two-particle decay of thea particle,
a→t(t)N, the off-shell effects, which depend on the difference between the bin
energiesea2e t(t)'20 MeV, are much greater than for the two-particle decay of thr
nucleon nucleit(t)→Nd, wheree t(t)2ed'6 MeV.3,7

Let us define the nuclear vertex function for zero orbital angular momentuml of
relative motion of the nucleon and three-nucleon nucleus (l 50 unambiguously for
a→t(t)N) as follows:

W~q!5
2

3m
~q21k2!Ar tN~q!, k25

3m

2
~ea2e t~t!!. ~6!

The experimental values of the NVFW(q) extracted from the full set of our data o
reactions~1! and~2! at initial momenta of 2.7 and 5 GeV/c are well fitted by the straigh
line W(q)5a01a1q2 in the regionq,0.1 GeV/c ~the number of terms in the series wa
determined by the Fisher criterion!. The following parameter values were obtaine
a05(3.5160.05) (GeV/c)21/2 anda15(24462) (GeV/c)25/2 with x2/DF50.86.

Following our method3 for investigating the Coulomb corrections for the dec
t→pd, we found that the Coulomb screening for the decaya→pt was less than a few
percent.

As was mentioned above, the linear behavior of the NVF with respect toq2 in the
region of smallq verifies the validity of event selection in the phase space region w
the pole diagram of Fig. 1a dominates~see also Ref. 11!.

By extrapolating the NVFW(q) to the pole atq252k2 the value of the nuclea
vertex constant NVC~notation of Ref. 12! was found to beGatN

2 5(4.560.1) fm. A wide
spread of NVC values obtained by other phenomenological methods was given in R
~from 7 fm up to 18 fm!. Due to the well-known statement that the NVC is essentia
nonlinear in the unphysical region, the extracted value must be regarded as a lower
on the real NVC. It should be noted that in the compound-quark bag modelGatN

2 55.7
fm.13

Our results onr tN(q) are shown both in Table I and in Fig. 3~where Fig. 3b is a
scaled part of Fig. 3a in the region of smallq). Figure 3 also includes our earlier da
from Ref. 1, the results of experimental works14,15 as well as the theoretical calculation
for NN potentials RSCV8 from Ref. 5 and Argonne v18 from Ref. 6~the three-particle
forces were taken into account in the framework of the Urbana IX potential!. The data
from Ref. 16~not shown! are very close to those of Ref. 15~due to the difference in
normalization procedure, the data of Refs. 5 and 6 and 14–16 must be multiplied b
constant value (2p)3 to compare with our data!. As is seen from Fig. 3, the spectra
functionsr tN(q) from reactions~1! and ~2! at initial a-particle momenta of 2.7 and 5
GeV/c are in good agreement within experimental error.

Our data lie systematically lower than the experimental date of Refs. 14–16
discrepancy reaching 50% in the regionq,0.05 GeV/c. In contrast, our data lie highe
than the NIKHEF results14 in the region 0.2,q,0.3 GeV/c, the discrepancy in the tai
being nearly an order of magnitude. As to the theoretical calculations, the resu
Schiavilla and Wiringa6 are seen from Fig. 3 to be in better agreement with our exp
mental data, especially at smallq. It should be mentioned that the theoretical calculatio
79 79JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Chadeyeva et al.
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from Refs. 5 and 6 are in sharp contradiction with each other at smallq, clearly showing
the strong dependence of the spectral functions on the choice ofNN potential.

Including in the analysis all our experimental data on reactions~1! and ~2! at two
different initial momentum values, we approximated the functionr tN(q) as follows:
A1 exp(2b1q

2)1A2 exp(2b2q
2); the following parameter values were obtained

x2/DF51.45: A15(2.560.2)3104 (GeV/c)23, b157462 (GeV/c)22,
A25(6.463.4)3102 (GeV/c)23, b251264 (GeV/c)22.

Finally, after integration of this function with the given above parameters value
the region 0,q,0.3 GeV/c the contribution of the (t(t)1N) component

NtN5
1

~2p!3E r tNd3q

to the4He nucleus was found to be 1.05. As follows from our recent work,17 the contri-
bution of the (d1d) component to the wave function of the4He nucleus,

Ndd5
1

~2p!3E rddd
3q,

in the same region ofq equals 0.54. These results are very important for checking
sum rule for the total spectral function, which includes the contributions of two-, th
and four-body virtual decays of the4He nucleus.

The authors are very grateful to our colleagues S. M. Zombkovsky, A. V. Blin
and Yu. V. Korolev for their valuable assistance in this investigation. We also would

TABLE I. Spectral functionr tN(q) from the reactionsp(a,pn)t andp(a,pp)t at Tp5 620 MeV.

Range of r tN(q)31024(GeV/c)23 Range of r tN(q)31024(GeV/c)23

averaging over from the reaction averaging over from the reaction
q23103(GeV/c)2 p(a,pn)t q23103(GeV/c)2 p(a,pp)t

021 2.5660.76 3.525.5 2.0360.24
123 1.5460.25 5.527.5 1.5360.19
325 1.8460.23 7.529.5 1.4760.18
527 1.3060.17 9.5211.5 1.2160.15
729 1.4160.17 11.5213.5 0.9160.13
9211 1.0060.13 13.5216.5 0.8560.10
11213 0.9960.13 16.5219.5 0.6760.08
13216 0.8160.09 19.5223.5 0.5060.06
16219 0.6660.08 23.5235 0.3060.02
19223 0.4560.05 35239.5 0.1560.02
23230 0.3860.03 39.5249.5 0.1060.01
30239 0.2660.02 49.5265 0.0660.01
39249 0.1660.02 65270 0.0460.01
49260 0.1060.01 70290 0.0260.005
60275 0.0660.01
75290 0.0360.01
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How can we study the halo momentum distribution
in exotic nuclei?

G. D. Alkhazova)

St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, 188350 Gatchina, Leningrad District, Russia

~Submitted 30 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 2, 75–80~25 July 1997!

Conditions for applicability of the ‘‘sudden’’ approximation to the de-
scription of fragmentation of exotic nuclei are discussed. An experi-
ment is proposed that may yield rather accurate information on the halo
internal momentum distribution. ©1997 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~97!00214-4#

PACS numbers: 36.10.2k, 25.70.Mn

Since the discovery of exotic nuclei,1 which have an unusual spatial structure with
normal-sized nuclear core and an extended nucleon halo, their properties have
studied extensively by different methods. Much valuable information on the nu
structure of exotic nuclei has been obtained from the data on nuclear fragment
Nevertheless, the situation with the nucleon momentum distributions in these nucle
remains uncertain. It turns out that the mechanism of the nuclear fragmentation re
may significantly affect the momentum distributions obtained. Thus it is still not q
clear to what extent the measured distributions reflect the true internal ones.2,3

The idea of the nuclear fragmentation experiments is as follows. A beam of e
nuclei intersects a fragmentation target. Due to interaction with the target, nu
breakup~or the Coulomb dissociation! takes place. In the beginning of these studies
was supposed, with a reference to the ‘‘sudden’’ approximation, that the observed
ment momentum distributions were the true internal ones. The sudden approxim
implies that the participants of the interaction are removed from the nucleus under
so quickly that the rest of the nuclear system may be supposed intact, its mom
being the same as it was before the interaction. In fragmentation reactions, howev
conditions for applicability of the sudden approximation are usually not fulfilled. Inde
even when the experiment is performed at relatively high energy, so that the
crosses the nucleus rather rapidly~in the center-of-mass reference frame of the nucle!,
the rescattering of the target on the nuclear components violates the applicability o
approximation. Moreover, the nuclear participants in the interaction with the target
not be removed from the nucleus fast enough. The sudden approximation fails fo
reason as well.

Let us consider main mechanisms of intermediate-energy fragmentation of a
neutron-halo exotic nucleus to a core and a neutron. We assume that the exotic n
consists of two well separated by-systems, a halo neutron and a core, so that its
function may be represented asC f ,i5w f ,i(r )cc , wherew f ,i(r ) describes the relative
motion of the neutron and the core, andcc describes the internal motion of the co
82 820021-3640/97/020082-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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nucleons. Letq be the momentum transfer from the target to the exotic nucleus. Since
binding energy of the halo neutron is low, even small momentum transfers may ind
fragmentation of the exotic nucleus, the target nucleus being left in the ground s
Thus, it is evident that the ‘‘elastic’’ breakup~the target nucleus being left in the groun
state! is an important channel of exotic nucleus fragmentation. Describing the ta
interaction with the exotic nucleus as consecutive independent interactions of the t
with the halo neutron and with the core, and using the Glauber–Sitenko theory, we o
the well-known formula4,5 for the amplitude of elastic breakup:

F f i~q!5~ ik/2p!E exp~ iqb!^w f uG~b!uw i&d
2b, ~1!

G~b!5G tn~b2sn!1G tc~b2sc!2G tn~b2sn!G tc~b2sc!. ~2!

Here G(b) is the profile function for the interaction between the target and the exo
nucleus;b is the relevant impact vector;k is the value of the wave vector of the projec
tile; G tn(b2sn) andG tc(b2sc) are the profile functions for the interactions between th
target and the halo neutron, and between the target and the core of the exotic nu
respectively;sn andsc are the transverse coordinates of the neutron and the core.

The three terms in Eq.~2! are presented in Fig. 1 by the corresponding diagrams1,
2, and3. Let us consider the first diagram, which corresponds to fragmentation du
‘‘elastic’’ scattering of the halo neutron on the target. Due to its low binding energy,
halo neutron spends a significant part of its time beyond the range of the nuclear fo
of the core. This allows us to suppose that in the breakup process the effect o

FIG. 1. Main diagrams for fragmentation of exotic nuclei (t — target;c — core;n — halo nucleon;N — target
nucleon;p — proton;p — pion!.
83 83JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 G. D. Alkhazov
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final-state interaction between the knocked-off neutron and the core is not essent
that the wave functionw f(r ) may be taken as a plane wave. Then from Eq.~1! and from
the first term of Eq.~2!, it follows immediately that

ds/d3kc5s tnr~kc!, ds/d3kn5E ~ds tn~q!/d2q!r~kn2q!d2q. ~3!

Hereds/d3kn andds/d3kc are the breakup cross section distributions over experim
tally observed neutron and core-fragment momenta~in the CM system of the projectile!,
ds tn(q)/d2q ands tn are the differential and the integral elastic cross sections for neu
scattering on the target, andr(kc) and r(kn) are the core and halo neutron intern
momentum distributions.

It is seen that the observed core momentum distribution is equal to the interna
while the observed transverse momentum distribution of the neutron is distorted b
interaction with the target, the longitudinal one remaining undistorted~note that the
momentum transferq for not-too-big values is practically perpendicular to the direct
of the incoming beam!. Now, if we consider diagram2, we shall come to similar con
clusions with the roles of the neutron and the core interchanged. We see that mom
distributions of the ‘‘participants’’ of interaction with the target are distorted, while
distributions of the ‘‘spectators’’ are not. Diagram3 corresponds to the breakup proce
when the target interacts with the neutron halo as well as with the core. In this case
momentum distributions of the neutron and of the core are distorted.

Expressions~3! are obtained under assumption thatw f(r ) is a plane wave. However
it actually is distorted by the final-state interaction. AmplitudeF f i(q) for the ‘‘elastic’’
fragmentation, corresponding to the 1st diagram, may be written in the form

F f i~q!5 f tn~q!Sf i~q!, Sf i~q!5^w f uexp~ iqsn!uw i&, ~4!

wheref tn(q) is the amplitude for elastic scattering of the neutron on the target. The w
function w f should be orthogonal to the ground-state wave functionw i . As a conse-
quence of this, the inelastic formfactorSf i(q) is zero atq50, which is significantly
different from the case whenw f is a plane wave. Now, with a realisticw f , there is no
direct connection between the measured momentum distributions and the internal

For targets with high charge numberZ, the nuclear breakup may proceed as Co
lomb dissociation. The amplitude for this process at intermediate energy may be w
in the form ~4! with FtcCoul(q) instead ofFtn(q), whereFtcCoul(q) is the amplitude for
the Coulomb scattering of the target on the core of the exotic nucleus. So, it is ev
that the momentum distributions of fragments appearing due to the Coulomb dissoc
are subject to final-state interaction distortions as well. In addition, they are distorted
by the strong interaction of the target with the exotic nucleus.

Another important channel of exotic-nucleus fragmentation, which is in fact do
nant at sufficiently high energy, is the ‘‘inelastic’’ breakup, when the target is broken
and new particles~primarily pions! are produced~diagram 4!. This process is often
referred to as a ‘‘stripping’’ reaction.6 The neutron knocked out from the exotic nucle
usually receives a big momentum transfer in this reaction, and it is ‘‘absorbed’’ from
elastic channel. Therefore, effects of final-state interaction are small here, and the
sured momentum of the core fragment, which is a ‘‘spectator,’’ is supposed to refle
84 84JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 G. D. Alkhazov
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internal momentum of interest. However, due to the interaction of the target with
nuclear core the stripping reaction is mainly peripheral, so that the sensitivity to
momentum distribution in the nuclear interior is low, the measured momentum dist
tions of the core fragments of exotic nuclei being narrower than the true internal on7,8

To summarize the previous discussion, we can draw the following conclusions
observed momentum distributions of the fragments may be distorted substantially b
interaction with the target, by the final-state interaction, and by rescattering effects
not possible to take the final-state interaction into account exactly since we do not
it well enough. It is not easy to take the effects of rescattering into account accurate
to the complexity of the nucleus–nucleus interaction. Information on the neutron
mentum distribution in the central part of the exotic nucleus is lost because of s
absorption.

As to investigation of two-neutron halo nuclei, the situation is more complica
here. The breakup of such a nucleus may go as a suquential process. For example
case of fragmentation of11Li nuclei, one of the halo neutrons may be knocked out,
rest of the system being left as an intermediate excited state of the nucleus10Li, which
decays to9Li and another neutron Ref. 9~see diagram5!. The latter is observed in the
experiment in the forward direction, but the narrow transverse momentum distributi
this neutron has little to do with the internal neutron momentum distribution in11Li
nuclei.

In what experiment can one obtain information on the halo neutron momen
distribution that is not distorted significantly by the reaction mechanism? Let us enu
ate the requirements which, in our opinion, are demanded for such an experiment

1. The experiment should be performed at intermediate energy. This allows o
select a direct process, to reduce distortion effects, and to have a reliable sca
theory.

2. Since the momentum distributions of ‘‘participants’’ are disturbed by interac
with the target, the ‘‘participants’’ have to be separated out, and information on
internal momentum distributions should be extracted from the ‘‘spectators’’ only. N
that in this case the transverse and longitudinal observed momentum distribution
expected to be identical.

3. To minimize the effects of the final-state interaction, the ‘‘participants’’ have
receive a sufficiently high momentum transfer.

4. For the same reason the ‘‘participants’’ should be light enough.

5. To minimize effects of distortions of momentum distributions, the target sh
have a small cross section for interaction with the nuclear components.

6. To minimize the contribution from Coulomb dissociation, the target should h
low Z value.

7. To avoid problems of description of the nucleus–nucleus interaction, it is d
able to have the target be an elementary particle.

Below we describe an experiment that satisfies all these requirements. We pr
to perform fragmentation of an exotic nucleus on a liquid hydrogen target. The a
85 85JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 G. D. Alkhazov
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priate energy of the beam may be around 300 MeV/u or somewhat higher. To be
concrete, let us consider the case of11Li. Interaction with a target proton may cause o
of the halo neutrons to be knocked out from the nucleus~diagram6!. To suppress the
influence of the final-state interaction of the knocked-out neutron with the rest o
nucleus, we demand that the momentum transfer to this neutron, which is a ‘‘pa
pant,’’ should be sufficiently high. This requirement may be satisfied by measurin
energy of the scattered target proton and selecting events for which this energy is
some value, say above 50 MeV. Note that the energy resolution of the proton de
may be rather low, since the value of the proton energy will be used only for e
selection. The information on the neutron internal momentum distribution in11Li may be
obtained by measuring the transverse momenta of another halo neutron and of th
fragment9Li. From the relative transverse velocities of the detected neutron and9Li
nucleus, one can obtain information on the energy of the possible intermediate res
state of10Li. The sum of the measured transverse momenta of the neutron and of th9Li
nucleus is expected to be equal to the internal momentum of the knocked-out neu

The proposed experiment differs from the previous experiments on fragmentati
exotic nuclei mainly in three respects. First, the fragmentation target is an eleme
particle. Second, the ‘‘participants’’ in the reaction and the ‘‘spectators’’ are sepa
out, and only spectators whose motion is little affected by the interaction with the t
are used to deduce information on the internal momentum distributions. And third
halo neutron, which is a ‘‘participant,’’ is removed from the nucleus very quickly, so
effects of final-state interaction between this neutron and the rest of the system are
Note also that in distinction with previous works, here it is proposed to obtain infor
tion on the halo neutron motion for two-neutron-halo nuclei not from the observed c
fragment momentum or from the forward neutron momentum alone, but from the su
these momenta. The conditions for applicability of the ‘‘sudden’’ approximation
fulfilled ~it is more correct to speak here about the ‘‘impulse’’ approximation!, and the
influence of rescattering effects is minimized. We believe that from this experimen
can obtain rather accurate information on the halo neutron momentum distributio
course, similar approach may be used for studying a halo proton momentum distrib
in proton-rich nuclei, as well.

The experiment discussed may be considered as a version of the classical e
ment for (p,pn) or (p,2p) quasi-elastic scattering in inverse kinematics. The shell fr
which a nucleon is knocked off is determined in traditional (p,pn) and (p,2p) experi-
ments from the energy balance of the incident, scattered, and knocked-off nucleo
for the present experiment, the fact that a nucleon is knocked out from the halo~but not
from the core! is determined from observation of the core fragment. Strictly speakin
we observe a core fragment, say9Li, when we consider11Li fragmentation, this does no
mean that the breakup of11Li nucleus must necessarily proceed by the knock-off o
halo neutron. In principle, the breakup of the11Li nucleus may occur due to ‘‘elastic’
scattering of the core on a target proton. However, the probability of such a proces
a high momentum transfer to the core is very low. Note that the observed moment
the 9Li fragment in this case will be outside the range of interest.

An estimate of the counting rate of the events of interest for a liquid hydrogen ta
10 cm long shows that rather good statistics~more than 105 events! may be accumulated
86 86JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 G. D. Alkhazov



even
during a reasonable experiment time with an intensity of the beam of exotic nuclei
lower than 103 1/s.

The proposed experiment is discussed in more detail in Ref. 10.
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Measurement of the 45Ca b spectrum in search of
deviations from the theoretical shape

A. V. Derbin,a) A. I. Egorov, S. V. Bakhlanov, and V. N. Muratova
St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
188350 Gatchina, Russia

~Submitted 9 June 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 66, No. 2, 81–84~25 July 1997!

The 45Ca b spectrum has been measured with a Si~Li ! detector. New
limits on the mixing parameter (uUeHu2<0.005) for a neutrino with
mass in the interval 75–100 keV are obtained. The possibility of a
monochromatic peak appearing at the end of theb spectrum is ana-
lyzed. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00314-9#

PACS numbers: 27.40.1z, 23.40.2s

In Ref. 1, a narrow peak of relative intensity of the order of 10210 and width not
exceeding the spectrometer resolution was observed near the end point of theb spectrum
of tritium. The negative value obtained in Ref. 2 formn

2 can also be explained by th
presence of a monochromatic peak of intensity of the order of 1029 to the left of the
limiting energy.3 The possible unconventional reasons for the appearance of such
— a neutrino bound state or the existence of a neutrino sea — motivate the experim
search for similar effects in other elements which undergob decay. At the same time, th
possibility of the emission of a massive neutrino can be assessed by analyzing the
of the b spectrum.

To observe such effects, in the present work we analyzed the spectrum of45Ca
(T1/25164 days andE0.256 keV!, which decays into the45Sc ground state~the prob-
ability of a transition to an excited level equals 0.0017%!.4 This choice of isotope was
dictated by our desire to check the model proposed in Ref. 5 for the appearance of
at the end of theb spectrum, since the limiting energy of45Ca is very close tome/2. At
the same time, the model makes it possible to study the possibility of the emission
neutrino with mass in the interval 80–110 keV, for which the previously established
does not exceed 1022.

The electrons were detected with a Si~Li ! detector having a sensitive region 12 m
in diameter and 3 mm high. A collimator-screened45Ca source was located 25 mm fro
the detector surface. The peak near the end of theb spectrum can be simulated by natur
or artificial radioactivity and the massive-neutrino emission effect can be simulate
the Compton-scattering edge. For this reason, precise measurements requireb sources of
extremely high radioactive purity. Such sources were specially prepared for the p
experiment. For three weeks 2 mg CaCO3, enriched to 13% with the isotope44Ca and
containing less than 1%40Ca, were irradiated in a reactor with a flux of 1013 neutrons/
cm2

•s. After eight weeks, when the47Ca activity had mostly decayed, the calcium ca
88 880021-3640/97/020088-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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bonate was dissolved in a drop of dilute nitric acid. The calcium ions were collecte
the top of an ion-exchange column with a cationite in NH4 form. The column was
washed with a 0.01 M solution of ammonium nitriloacetate with a pH of 7.8 and w
after which the45Ca was washed out with a nitric acid solution with acidity increas
continuously from 0.1 to 2 M. The emergence of the45Ca peak was checked according
the residualg activity of 47Ca. The chromatographic purification operation was repea
twice, after which the calcium solution was evaporated to a drop and allowed to stan
120 days to let the residual47Ca activity decay (T1/254.5 days!.

In our experimental detector–source geometry the deviation of the resolution
tion from a Gaussian is mainly determined by the back diffusion of electrons from
detector surface as well as by electron energy losses in the source or the insensitiv
of the detector. To determine this function, the free isotope125mTe, purified by the
procedure described in Ref. 6, was added to45Ca and isotropically mixed. The energies
the two main conversion lines of125mTe are equal to 77.5 and 104.4 keV.

To prepare a workingb source, a lithium aluminate sorbing spot 10 mm in diame
was produced on 4-mm thick aluminum foil. When the calcium nitrate solution w
deposited on the sorbing layer,45Ca and125mTe were uniformly trapped by the surfac
and LiNO3 was pulled to the edges of the spot which were screened by the collim
After preparation, the source was placed in a vacuum cryostat containing the~Li !
detector. For this, the background spectrum of the detector was measured and foun
described well by a linear function in the interval 100–270 keV. The detector h
preamplifier with a continuous drain feedback and with a cooled field-effect transisto
amplifier with a formation time constant of 2ms, a circuit for screening pulse overlap
with a temporal resolution of 0.3 ns, and a 12-digit ADC graduated to 80 eV/channel
input load was equal to 150 Hz. With an overlap screening time of 0.3 ns the resul
that the entire background was due to the natural or artificial radioactivity. The resol
of the detector measured according to the 77 keV conversion-electron line was eq
1.6 keV, and the shift of this line on the energy scale, calibrated with respect to the57Co
and241Am g lines, was equal to 0.4 keV. Therefore the difference in the energy loss
the 120 and 270 keV electrons did not exceed 200 eV.

A total of 83108 45Ca decays were detected. The experimental spectrum was
pared with the theoretical spectrum by searching for a minimum of thex2 functional.
First, two parameters of a linear approximation of the background were found fo
interval 259–270 keV; these parameters were used for the entire spectrum and not
Actually, the background from the natural radioactivity was described by these
parameters, since the background due to pulse overlap was an order of mag
weaker. The rest of the spectrum was compared with the formula

N~Ei !5A(
k

F~Ek ,Z!S~Ek ,E0 ,UeH ,M n!R~Ei ,Ek!, ~1!

whereA is a normalization constant,F(Ek ,Z) is the Coulomb function taking account o
the screening correction,S5(12uUeHu2)S(M n50)1uUeHu2S(M n5MH) is the sum of
two b-spectra with limiting energyE0 and neutrino massM n , and R(Ei ,Ek) is the
experimentally determined resolution function for the 77 keV conversion line. A t
proportional toa(N(Ei)/Ei and representing a sum of the constant tail of the resolu
89 89JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Derbin et al.
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function, whose intensitya could not be found from the measured spectrum and th
fore was varied as a free parameter, was added to the functionN(Ei). Four parameters
were varied — the end-point energyE0 , A, M n , anda. This fitting procedure gives an
acceptable value ofx2 in the interval 140–270 keV. Thex i curve for the optimal fit
(MH50) is shown in Fig. 1. The position of the lower limit of the interval determin
the appearance of a wide peak with energy 132 keV. This peak is due to coincid
between the conversion and Auger electrons andx- andg-rays emitted in two successiv
transitions in125mTe ~Ref. 6!.

The value ofE0 was determined to be 256.6~2! keV. The solid curve shows the
additional contribution to the spectrum for the case when a neutrino with a mass
keV is emitted with probability 531022 per decay. The emission probability for differe
neutrino massesM n was determined by constructing ax2profile. Figure 2 displays a
curve of the limit on the probability of mixing of a heavy neutrino in the interval 20–1
keV ~90% confidence level! in comparison with other experiments.7–9 Therefore the new
limit on the mixing parameter in the neutrino mass interval 75–100 keV
uUeHu2<0.005.

The observation of a monochromatic peak in the continuous spectrum is a
model-independent problem than is the search for a contribution from a smoothly inc
ing function in the case of the emission of a heavy neutrino. The maximum likelih
method was also used to search for a monochromatic peak near the limiting energ
experimentally determined function for 77 keV conversion electrons with a tail found
the optimal fit in the interval 140–270 keV was used as the response function o
detector. The results of the fitting procedure in the interval 250–260 keV are display
Fig. 3. It was found that the probability for the appearance of a monochromatic peak
the limiting energy (E063 keV) is less than (2.0–0.7)31027 events per decay. Figur
3 shows a section of the spectrum in the indicated interval and displays the results

FIG. 1. Optimal fit in the interval 140–270 keV foruUeHu250. The value of a channel is 1 keV. The solid curv
shows the additional contribution obtained with fixed parameters of the fitting procedure forM n550 keV, and
uUeHu250.01.
90 90JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Derbin et al.
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fitting procedure in the case when there is no peak and for a monochromatic peak w
intensity of 531027. The limit on the intensity of the peak with energy equal to t
limiting energy of the45Ca b-decay was equal to 1.331027 per decay~90% confidence
level!. The achieved sensitivity to a monochromatic peak at the end of theb spectrum is
appreciably worse than the result obtained in Ref. 1, but at the same time the
obtained attests to the absence~at the 1027 level! of resonance end-point peak enhanc
ment due to the fact thatE05me/2.

We are grateful to O. I. Sumbaev for initiating this work and for suggesting th
mixed b-source containing conversion-electron calibration lines be prepared.

FIG. 2. Limit on the mixing parameteruUeHu2 ~90% confidence level! obtained in the present experiment~curve
1!. The curves2, 3, and4 correspond to the limits from Refs. 7–9.

FIG. 3. Results of the fitting procedure in the interval 250–260 keV~80 eV/channel!. Curve1 — absence of a
peak (xn

251.07), curve2 — peak with intensity 531027 per decay (xn
251.96).
91 91JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Derbin et al.
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Liouville theory on a ZN Riemann surface

S. A. Apikyana)

Erevan Physics Institute, 375036 Erevan, Armenia

~Submitted 22 May 1997; resubmitted 20 June 1997!
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Liouville field theory on aZN curve is studied. It is shown that the
partition function on such surfaces reduces to Liouville correlation
functions on a sphere and to a free scalar theory with Ramond
boundary conditions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00414-3#

PACS numbers: 11.10.Kk, 02.40.Ky

Despite the great interest in Liouville theory~due to its relation to string theory!,
many problems in this field of inquiry remain open. In recent years, the appearan
Refs. 1–3, where analytical expressions were constructed for the Liouville stru
constants, has rekindled interest in it.

This letter is concerned with the manifestation of the conformal properties of L
ville theory on a Riemann surface possessingZN symmetry. It is shown that the partitio
function of the Liouville theory on aZN Riemann surface reduces to the correlati
functions of a Liouville theory on a sphere and to the correlation functions of the t
fields.

The ZN-symmetric Riemann surfacesXg
(N) of genusg>1 are determined by alge

braic equations of the form

yN~z!5)
i 51

h

~z2v i !
ni, ni.1, ~1!

i.e., Xg
(N) is an N-sheet covering of a Riemann sphere. The genusg of a ZN Riemann

surface

g5~N21!~h22!/2 ~2!

can be calculated via the Riemann–Hurwitz theorem. A Riemann surface withZN sym-
metry possessesh complex parameters, and therefore the dimension of the moduli s
MZN

is

dimMZN
5h235

2g

N21
21. ~3!

Comparing with the dimension of the moduli spaceM of a Riemann surface of the
general position

dimM5H 1, g51

3g23, g.1
, ~4!
93 930021-3640/97/020093-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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we can conclude that aZN Riemann surface does not fill all Riemann surfaces.

Let us consider the Liouville theory in the conformal gauge. The Liouv
Lagrangian density on surfaces can be represented as

L5
1

4p
~]af!21me2bf1

Q

4p
R̂f, ~5!

whereb and m are, respectively, the coupling constant and the cosmological cons
We fixed the metricĝ on a given topological surface with curvatureR̂, normalized as

1

4p E AĝR̂52~12g! ~6!

on a genus-g surface.

We enumerate theN sheets of aZN Riemann surfaceXg
(N) with the numbersl 50, 1,

. . . , N21 and we represent each sheet as

y~ l !~z!5v l)
j 51

h

~z2v j !
nj /N, ~7!

wherev5e2p i /N is theNth root of unity.

Under the transformation~7! the Lagrangian density, the energy–momentum ten
and the Liouville field (L(f(y)), T(f), and f(y), respectively) on aZN Riemann
surfaceXg

(N) transfer to the branchesL( l )(f ( l )(z)), T( l )(z), andf ( l )(z) ( l 50, 1, . . . ,

N21). Each branch of the Liouville fieldsf ( l )(z) transforms under holomorphic trans
formations as the logarithm of a conformal factor of the metric

f~ l !~v,v̄ !5f~ l !~z, z̄ !2
Q

2
loguv8~z!u2, ~8!

where

Q5b11/b. ~9!

On each sheet we have a holomorphic Liouville energy–momentum tensor

T~ l !~z!52~]f~ l !~z, z̄ !!21Q]2f~ l !~z, z̄ ! ~10!

with the Liouville central charge

ĉ5116Q2. ~11!

Let the fields (T( l )(z), f ( l )(z, z̄ )) on aN-sheet covering be vector fields onCP1.
When the arguments of the field make a circuit around a branch point, the vector
are transformed by a monodromy matrix. Monodromy matrices form a representati
the homotopic groupp1(CP1/øv j ), and in our case they are simply identical to t
groupZN .

For convenience, we now switch to the basis employed in Ref. 4. The generat
the monodromy group become diagonal in this basis:
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f~k!~z, z̄ !5 (
l 50

N21

v2klf~ l !~z, z̄ !,

~12!

T~k!~z!5 (
l 50

N21

v2klT~ l !~z!.

The ‘‘bosonization rules’’ forT(k) in a diagonal basis can be represented as

T~k!52
1

N (
s50

N21

]f~s!]f~k2s!1Q]2f~k! . ~13!

In particular, the Liouville energy–momentum tensor can be represented as

T~0!52
1

N
]f~0!]f~0!1Q]2f~0!2

1

N (
sÞ0

N21

]f~s!]f~2s! , ~14!

and the corresponding central charge is

c5N~116Q2!. ~15!

Expression~14! and~15! make obvious the splitting of the initial theory into a Liouvill
theory on a sphere with central chargecs5116Q2N and a free scalar theory of the field
f (s) (s51, 2, . . . ,N21) with the (N21)st central chargecf51. Under a holomorphic
transformation of the coordinates the Liouville fieldf (0)[F and the free fieldsf (k)

(kÞ0) transform as

F~v,v̄ !5F~z, z̄ !2
N

2
Q loguv8~z!u2,

~16!

f~k!~v,v̄ !5f~k!~z, z̄ !, kÞ0.

We now rewrite expression~14! in the new notation as

T52
1

N
]F]F1Q]2F2

1

N (
sÞ0

N21

]f~s!]f~2s! . ~17!

In accordance with the properties of monodromy4 of vector fields onCP1, we must
determine Liouville vertex operators of two types. The first type are the so-called
twisted vertex operators

V[0]~z, z̄ !5exp$2aF~z, z̄ !%expH i (
sÞ0

a~s!f~s!~z, z̄ !J ~18!

with dimension

Da,b52a~Q2a!1
N

2 (
sÞ0

a~s!a~2s! . ~19!

The physical state space of the Liouville theory is well known and is determined b
charge5,6

a5 ip1Q/2. ~20!
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Therefore we obtain as the final expression for the dimension of the nontwisted v
operators

D5
Q2

2
12p21

N

2 (
sÞ0

a~s!a~2s! . ~21!

The second type are the twisted Liouville vertex fields of the form

V[k]~z, z̄ !5exp$2gF~z, z̄ !%sk~zu1!sk~zu2! . . . sk~zuN21! ~22!

with the corresponding dimension4

D [k]52g~Q2g!1~N221!/24 N. ~23!

The dimensions of the twist fieldssk(zu l ) are

Dkl5
1

4 F H kl

N J 2H kl

N J 2G , ~24!

where the symbol$x% denotes the fractional part ofx.

Our aim now is to construct, on the basis of this knowledge, the partition functio
the Liouville theory on the surfaceXg

(N) . According to Polyakov’s conjecture,7 summa-
tion over a smooth metric with inserted vertex operators is equivalent to summation
a metric with singularities at the points of the inserted vertex operators. Therefor
partition function of the Liouville theory on a Riemann surface

Zg5E Df expF2E 1

4p
~]af!21me2bf1

Q

4p
R̂gf G ~25!

can be represented on aZN Riemann surface as

Zg5E DF expF2E 1

4pN
~]aF!21me2bF1

Q

4p
R̂g50FG

3)
sÞ0

Df~s! expF2E 1

4pN (
sÞ0

]f~s!]f~2s!G
3)

i 51

h

exp$2g iF~v i ,v̄ i !%ski
~v i u1!ski

~v i u2! . . . ski
~v i uN21!, ~26!

where

b5
Q

2
6AQ2

4
2

1

2
. ~27!

To calculate the last partition function, first we integrate over the zero modes o
Liouville fields F. After integrating over the zero modes we obtain~in variable fields
orthogonal to the zero modes8!

Zg5~2m!s
G~2s!

b E DF̃ expF2E 1

4pN
~]F̃!21

Q

4p
R̂g50F̃ G
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3S E e2bF̃ D s

)
i 51

h

exp$2g iF̃~v i ,v̄ i !%E )
sÞ0

Df~s!

3expF2E 1

4pN (
sÞ0

]f~s!]f~2s!G)
i 51

h

ski
~v i u1!ski

~v i u2! . . . ski
~v i uN21!,

~28!

where

(
i 51

h

g i5Q2sb. ~29!

The last integral expression~the correlation function! of the fieldssk in Eq. ~28! is
defined as

K )
i 51

h

ski
~v i u1!ski

~v i u2! . . . ski
~v i uN21!L 5) uv i2v j u22g i j ~det Ŵ!21/2, ~30!

whereŴ is the matrix of periods, andg i j forms a basis inH1(Xg
(N) ,Z) ~Ref. 9!. More-

over, it is well known that the multipoint correlation function~30! reduces to the partition
function of a free scalar theory with Ramond boundary conditions.10

The first integral~correlation function! in Eq. ~28! is not a free-field correlation
function, since in the general case the degrees is not positive and integral. But ifs
assumes integral valuess5n50, 1, 2, ... , then the partition functionZg possesses pole
at (g i with residues equal to the corresponding perturbative integrals

Res

( g i 5Q2nb

Zg~v1 , . . . ,vh!5G~n!~v1 , . . . ,vh!u( g i5Q2nb
, ~31!

whereG(n) is a free-field correlation function

G~n!5
~2m!n

n! E DF expH 2E 1

4pN
~]F!21QR̂g50FJ )

j 51

n E Aĝ

3exp$2bF~xj !%d
2xj)

i 51

h

exp$2g iF~v i ,v̄ i !%E )
sÞ0

Df~s!

3expF2
1

4pN E (
sÞ0

]f~s!]f~2s!G)
i 51

h

ski
~v i u1!ski

~v i u2! . . . ski

3~v i uN21!, ~32!

which is thenth term in the naive expansion~26! for Zg in powers ofm. So, the partition
function of the Liouville theory on aZN Riemann surface reduces to the Liouville co
relation function on a sphere with inserted Liouville vertex operators~with chargesg i)
and a correlation function of the twist fields.11 Therefore the residues of the partitio
function of the Liouville theory on aZN Riemann surface at the poles(g i5Q2nb are
identical to the correlation function of the free-field theory on aZN Riemann surface.
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Let us now examine the particular case of a Liouville theory on an elliptical cu
i.e., N52, h54. We rewrite expression~26! in this particular case as

Z15E DF expF2E 1

8p
~]aF!21me2bF1

Q

4p
R̂g50FGDf

3expF2E 1

8p
]f]fG)

i 51

4

e2g iF~v i ,v̄ i !se i
~v i ,v̄ i !. ~33!

Then the residue ofZ1 will be equivalent to the four-point function

Res

( g i 5Q2nb

Z1~v1 , . . . ,v4!5G~n!~v1 , . . . ,v4!u( g i5Q2nb
~34!

whereG(n) has the form

Gg1 ,g2 ,g3 ,g4

~n! ~v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v4!

5
~2m!n

n! E DFe2*
1

8p ~]F!21QR̂g50F)
j 51

n E Aĝe2bF~xj !d2xj)
i 51

h

e2g iF~v i ,v̄ i !

3E
fPS1

Df expF2
1

8p E ]f]f G)
i 51

4

se i
~v i ,v̄ i !. ~35!

Therefore the Liouville partition function on an elliptical curve reduces to a fo
point correlation function on a sphere of Liouville vertex operators and to the part
function of a free scalar theory, where the integration extends over compactified
with Ramond boundary conditions.
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Shock wave structure in dense gases
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The internal structure of a shock wave front in a gas is studied by
molecular dynamics~MD! simulation. A new approach to MD shock
simulation is used, which enables one to consider a stationary shock
front at rest and radically improves the quality of simulation. The pro-
files of flow variables and their fluctuations are calculated. The evolu-
tion of the velocity distribution function across the shock layer is cal-
culated and compared with the bimodal distribution. The pair
distribution function in the shock layer is determined. The surface ten-
sion associated with the shock wave is estimated. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00514-8#

PACS numbers: 52.35.Tc, 51.10.1y, 02.70.Ns

The shock wave is a principal element of gas-dynamic flows. Since the chang
the flow parameters across a shock wave front are uniquely determined by the con
tion laws and do not depend on the internal structure of the front, the shock wa
considered in gas dynamics as a structureless discontinuity. In the kinetic theor
shock wave is treated as a transition layer of finite thickness, and its internal struct
of particular interest. For the most part, shock-wave structure studies have bee
formed either in the hydrodynamic approximation1–3 ~which is valid for weak shocks! or
on the basis of the Boltzmann transport equation~which holds for low-density gases4–9!.
The first gas kinetic analysis of strong shock wave structure was carried out in R
and 5 using the so-called bimodal approximation. It is assumed that the distrib
function within the wave may be represented as a linear combination of two Maxwe
distributions corresponding to uniform upstream and downstream flows:

f ~v,z!5~12a~z!! f 1~v!1a~z! f 2~v!, ~1!

where f i(v) is the Maxwellian distribution with the particle number densityni , mass
velocity ui , and temperatureTi ( i 51,2). The subscripts 1 and 2 denote the unifo
upstream and downstream conditions, respectively. The distribution function~1! does not
satisfy the Boltzmann equation. Various equations have been proposed in the liter7

to determinea(z). A comparison with experimental data shows reasonable accurac
99 990021-3640/97/020099-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the bimodal approximation~1!, but gives no way to decide which of the equatio
proposed in the literature yields better results. Note that some of the results conc
the shock front structure obtained using the Boltzmann equation are in conflict with
obtained in the framework of the hydrodynamic equations. For example, in the hyd
namic approximation1 the density approaches its limiting valuesn1 andn2 exponentially
as uzu→`, whereas the solution of the Boltzmann equation for weak shock wave10,11

shows a different asymptotic behavior. It is conceivable that this discrepancy mig
attributed to the fact that only two-particle collisions are taken into account in
Boltzmann equation.

To calculate the shock front structure in solids, liquids, and dense gases the m
lar dynamics method and the direct Monte Carlo simulation approach have
employed.9,12–15 These simulation studies have several shortcomings, however. In
majority of MD simulations a plane shock wave is generated by a piston compress
fluid which is initially at rest. The resulting shock wave is unsteady. This approach, a
with small number of particles in the simulation box, leads to unduly high leve
nonphysical fluctuations.12–14 As a result, there is no way to calculate the velocity d
tribution function within the shock front with sufficient accuracy. In Ref. 14, for exam
qualitative statements as to the presence of anisotropy and non-Maxwellian chara
the velocity distribution inside the shock front are based on calculation of the mome
the velocity distribution. Notice that the interpretation of the simulation results in R
12–15 and other similar works is usually carried out in terms of hydrodynamic varia
some of which lose their meaning on a molecular scale.

In this work several physical problems related to the internal structure of s
waves are solved. First, we calculated local velocity distributions at several points w
the shock front. Second, we found the asymptotic behavior of the hydrodynamic var
in the shock wave. Third, we calculated an additional pressure resulting from shock
curvature~the effect similar to the surface tension!. We consider a shock front which i
at rest in a laboratory frame. A special potential configuration is used which accele
the gas at one side of the MD cell and decelerates it at the opposite side. As a re
stationary shock wave is formed inside the cell, and the level of fluctuations signific
decreases, as will be shown below.

We describe the interaction of atoms by the Lennard-Jones pote
U(r )54«@(s/r )122(s/r )6#. We will use the MD units defined in the standard way16 in
terms of the values of« ands. The rectangular MD cellLx3Ly32Lz has dimensions of
563563240 units. The total number of particles is 32000. The flow velocityv(z),0 is
directed along thez axis. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed along the th
coordinate axes. The short-range potentialsU1 andU2 are located atz56Lz and satisfy
the condition that the forces]U1/]z5]U2/]z50. Since the acceleratingU1 and de-
celeratingU2 potentials have different magnitudes, the particles crossing the boun
z56Lz change their energy.

To form a uniform upstream flow with given temperatureT1 and mass velocityv1,
the Langevin thermostat17 is used. The thermostat constitutes a part of the MD c
~located in the region 100,z,116) in which the atoms are subjected to a Langevin fo

Fk
a~ t !5Rk

a~ t !2b~vk
a2v1dkz!, ~2!
100 100JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Zhakhovskii et al.
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where the subscriptk5x, y, z, the superscripta enumerates the atoms,b is the friction
coefficient, andRk

a(t) is Gaussian random force. To obtain a prescribed temperaturT1

the parameters of Eq.~2! must satisfy the condition̂R2&52bT1 /Dt, whereDt is the
time step of the integration. The equations of motion are integrated using the 8th
Stoermer method. The details of the algorithm are described in Ref. 18. The accur
the calculations may be characterized by the relative amplitude of the fluctuations
total energy and center-of-mass position. In our calculations these amplitudes we
than 0.5%.

Going to the discussion of the results of simulations, we consider a typical case
shock wave of moderate intensity~Mach numberM512v1 /A5T1'5.4v1) in a gas of
moderate density. The parameters of shock waves at Mach numbers 2.65 and 8
specified as:

~a! v1520.49, n150.0235, T150.992,

v2520.181, n250.0632, T252.97;

~b! v1521.50, n150.0235, T150.983,

v2520.42, n250.0837, T2519.96.

The interatomic distance and the mean free path of atoms in the upstream flo
of the same order of magnitude:d1'3.5 andl1'6.4 in case~b!. The parameters o
uniform supersonic and subsonic flow satisfy the Hugoniot equation calculated usin
equation of state data for argon taken from Ref. 19.

The number density profile within the shock front is shown in Fig. 1. The sh
wave thickness defined asd5(n22n1)/udn/dzumax is in agreement with experimenta
data cited in Ref. 14. As was noted above, in the hydrodynamic approximation
differencesn(z)2n1 andn22n(z) decrease exponentially asuzu→`. Analysis based on
the Boltzmann equation10,11 suggests that the above differences are proportiona

FIG. 1. Density profiles in the shock front (n) and mean-square fluctuations of the longitudinal (z) and
transverse (t) molecular velocity components.
101 101JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Zhakhovskii et al.
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exp(2kuzum) with m,1. It follows from the simulation results thatm51.0160.03. This
result can be considered as evidence that the kinetic approach10,11 is not applicable to the
description of the asymptotic behavior of the flow variables atuzu→`. It would be
instructive, however, to compute the exponentm using a larger MD cell.

The temperature profiles inside the shock front shown in many papers mak
physical sense because the temperature is not defined for nonequilibrium state
quantity that is well defined is the mean-square fluctuation of the particle velocity~which
is equal to the temperature at equilibrium!. The simulation reveals that the fluctuations
the longitudinal (vz) and transverse (vx ,vy) velocity components show quite differen
behavior~Fig. 1!. When moving in the direction from upstream toward downstream,
fluctuation^(vz2vz)

2& first increases rapidly, then passes through a maximum, and
proaches its downstream value from above. The fluctuation^vx

2& increases more slowly
and monotonically from its upstream to downstream value. To understand this beh
we note that the transformation of the energy of ordered motion along thez axis into the
energy of random motion along thex axis requires large-angle scattering, which occ
when the particle velocity is large. Therefore, this process leads primarily to the ge
tion of high-energy tails in the distributions of particles overvx andvy , and the rate of
energy transformation is rather low. The randomization of thez component of the veloc-
ity is not much connected with the tails of distribution function and has a higher ra

The evolution of the particle distributions over the velocity components inside
shock front is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The distribution functions are defined as

F~z,vz!5E f ~z,v!dvxdvy , G~z,vx!5E f ~z,v!dvydvz .

The simulation results~dots, subscriptd) are compared with the bimodal distribution~1!
~solid lines, subscriptb) for different thin layers normal to thez axis. All the distribution
functions are normalized to unity. As is seen from Fig. 2, the evolution of thevx distri-

FIG. 2. Variation of the velocity distribution functionsGd(z,vx) andGb(z,vx) in the shock front atM58.19.
102 102JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 2, 25 July 1997 Zhakhovskii et al.
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bution begins with the generation of high-energy tails. Then the change extends in
region of smallervx . In the vicinity of the pointvx50 the distribution remains un
changed until a new equilibrium state is reached. The bimodal approximation des
the evolution of the functionG(z,vx) to a good accuracy.

The transformation of thevz distribution begins in a similar way: first, the high
energy tail is formed. Then the new~downstream! distribution is formed due to the
particle flux in velocity space. It is seen from the results of simulation that the widt
the distribution functionF(z,vz) within the shock front is greater than its width in th
equilibrium downstream flow. The functionFb(z,vz) calculated using the bimodal ap
proximation~1! differs little from the functionFd(z,vz) obtained from the MD simula-
tion. Calculations show, however, that the difference decreases with decreasing
number. This fact is inconsistent with the popular point of view that the bimodal di
bution affords better approximation at higher Mach numbers, when the shock
thickness is small. At Mach numbersM close to unity, the functionsf 1(v) and f 2(v) are
close to each other, and Eq.~1! has correct limit asM→1. Figures 1, 2, and 3 clarify the
origin of the ‘‘temperature maximum’’ observed in some of the previous studies of s
wave structure, and show that the bimodal distribution~1! is close to the real distribution
function in shock waves.

In Fig. 4 the evolution of the pair distribution functionN(r ) ~defined similarly to
Ref. 16; herer is the vector in thexy plane! across the shock front is shown. In th
upstream flowN(r ) exhibits a maximum whose position corresponds to the minimum
the interparticle potentialr 521/6'1.12. This maximum is less pronounced~but its posi-
tion does not change! in the downstream flow, where the temperature is much gre
than the potential minimum depth«. Accordingly, the average potential energy per p
ticle is about20.2 in the upstream region and10.007 in the downstream region.

Within the shock wave front, the velocity distribution function is not spherica

FIG. 3. Variation of the velocity distribution functions:Fd(z,vz) andFb(z,vz) in the shock front atM58.19.
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symmetric. The pressure in this case is a symmetric tensor, rather than a scala
definition of this tensor in the general nonequilibrium case is given in Ref. 20. If
shock layer is planar~and normal to thez axis!, the pressure has diagonal form
Pxx5Pyy5Pt , Pzz5Pn , wherePt andPn are the tangential and normal pressure co
ponents. The difference between the pressure components at the surface of a macr
body gives rise to the surface tension. A similar effect takes place in a shock wave.21 The
surface tension coefficient can be calculated using the formalism of Refs. 20 and

g5E ~Pn2Pt!dz.

Calculating the pressure components from the MD simulation data yields the su
tension coefficientg517.385250 dyne/cm atM58.19 andg51.232517.7 dyne/cm at
M52.65. These results are in qualitative agreement with the estimates of Ref. 21.
that in the case of gases the surface tension is connected with the gas-kinetic pr
and the coefficientg is roughly proportional to (M221).
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